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We study and classify those tame irreducible elliptic quasi-simple Lie algebras
which are simply laced and of rank l3. The first step is to identify the core of such
an algebra up to central isogeny by identifying the coordinates. When the type is
D or E the coordinates are Laurent polynomials in & variables, while for type A the
coordinates can be any quantum torus in & variables. The next step is to study the
universal central extension as well as the derivation algebra of the core. These are
related to the first Connes cyclic homology group of the coordinates. The final step
is to use this information to give constructions of Lie algebras which we then prove
yield representatives of all isomorphism classes of the above types of algebras.
 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
Introduction
This paper is about certain quasi-simple Lie algebras. We present some
new examples of these and then go on to give a complete classification for
the ones we consider. Quasi-simple Lie algebras were first introduced in
[H-KT]. Roughly speaking, they are Lie algebras L over the complete
field C, which possess a symmetric non-degenerate invariant bilinear form,
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and a finite dimensional Cartan subalgebra H, for which one has a root
space decomposition
L= 
: # R
L: ,
where H=L0 and R the roots of L relative to H, lies in the dual space
H* of H. One assumes that the transferred form on H* takes real values
on the roots, that R is discrete, and moreover, if : # R is a non-isotropic
root and x # L: then
adL x is nilpotent.
Letting H*R be the real span of the roots in H* one says that L is of ellip-
tic type if the induced form on H*R is positive semi-definite. Then, as in
[H-KT], one show that one can attach a finite root system 2, possibly
non-reduced, to L and one says that L (or R) is irreducible if 2 is
irreducible and if the isotropic roots are not isolated in the sense that if
$ # R is isotropic then there is some non-isotropic root : # R for which
:+$ # R. The main result in [H-KT] is to present a complete classification
of the root system R of the irreducible elliptic quasi-simple Lie algebras.
Also the authors present numerous examples of these algebras.
Our purpose here is to present a complete classification of the irreducible
elliptic quasi-simple Lie algebras with attached finite root system 2 of type
Al , Dl , E6 , E7 , E8 (so simply laced) where l3 which satisfy the addi-
tional axiom of being tame. To explain this, one defines the core, Lc , of L
to be the subalgebra of L generated by the non-isotropic root spaces. It is
easy to see that Lc is an ideal of L so we let \: L  End(Lc) be the
representation of L on Lc induced by the adjoint action. We then say L
is tame if the kernel of \ equals the center of Lc . As we show at the begin-
ning of Section 3 there are many easily constructed examples of non-tame
L which show these ``wild'' examples exist in such great abundance that
they defy classification. However, the condition of being tame is loose
enough to allow many new and interesting examples, but also allows our
classification.
This classification proceeds in two steps. The first step is to identify the
core Lc , up to central isogeny. Thus, recall that two perfect Lie algebras L1
and L2 are centrally isogeneous if and only if their universal covering
algebras are isomorphic. If 2 is of type Xl with X=D, E then it is easy to
see that Lc is centrally isogeneous with g* S[&] where g* is the finite dimen-
sional simple Lie algebra of type Xl and S[&] the associative commutative
algebra of Laurent polynomials in & variables over C. Here & is the nullity
of L, and as explained later in the paper, is an invariant of L. When
Xl=Al then we show that the core Lc is centrally isogeneous with the Lie
340 BERMAN, GAO, AND KRYLYUK
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algebra sll+1(Cq), where Cq is the so called quantum torus which enters
into the noncommutative geometry of [M] and [R]. Thus, q=(qij) is a
&_& matrix of non-zero complex numbers satisfying qii=1, qij=q&1ji , and
Cq is the factor algebra of the associative algebra of Laurent polynomials
C[x\11 , ..., x
\1
& ]n.c. in & non-commuting variables factored by the ideal
generated by the elements xixj&qijxj xi . This classification of the core up
to central isogeny works for any irreducible elliptic quasi-simple Lie
algebra which is of simply laced type Xl (l3) without the extra
hypothesis of tameness. It should be thought of as identifying the coor-
dinates of L. Moreover, it is here that we see the first Connes cyclic
homology group, HC1(Cq), enters into the picture, as one knows that this
is the kernel of the natural map of sll+1(Cq)@ onto sll+1(Cq) where sll+1(Cq)@
is the universal central extension of sll+1(Cq).
The second stage of our classification makes use of the hypothesis of
tameness in the following way. Since ker \=Z(Lc), the center of the core
Lc , then one gets that LLc is isomorphic to a certain algebra of outer-
derivations of Lc which are skew-symmetric relative to the form. Given our
identification of Lc , we are able to make the necessary computations
involving the cyclic homology HC1(Cq) and these skew-symmetric deriva-
tions, to determine the tame quasi-simple Lie algebra up to knowledge of
a 2-cocycle which is of invariant type (see Section 3, 3.353.37 and 3.67).
We carry all of this out in the case when Xl is of type Al , since the other
cases follow easily from this using the same (or often easier) techniques.
Moreover, we have chosen to work with tame irreducible elliptic quasi-sim-
ple Lie algebras of type Al with l3, which are maximal in the sense that
their cores are centrally closed. This is because these maximal algebras
appear to be the most interesting ones, and from them, we can then pass
to a knowledge of the others (see Remark 3.73). Here, one can also give
exact formulas for the root space dimensions. A useful way to picture the
two stages of the classification is
sll+1(Cq)@
Lc /L
sll+1(Cq)
It is an interesting turn of events that there may be more than one tame
quasi-simple Lie algebra attached to the same core Lc . This is certainly a
big difference from the affine case when &=1, and seems to depend on a
341QUANTUM TORI
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deeper knowledge of the 2-cocycle mentioned above. We do not have com-
plete knowledge about the 2-cocycle here, but present what we do know
towards the end of the paper.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 we set notation and
review the basics on quasi-simple Lie algebras which we need from
[H-KT] and also recall results we need on Lie algebras graded by 2 from
[BM]. The main result in this section is the identification of the core when
Xl is Dl , E6 , E7 , E8 . We also introduce what we need to know about the
center of the universal central extensions which arise. These results come
from the papers [Ka] and [KL]. In Section 2 we concentrate on algebras
of type Al with l3. Here we collect many facts about the Lie algebras
sll+1(S ) for an associative C-algebra S with identity which we need later
when we specialize the coordinates to the quantum torus Cq . It turns out
that the most convenient way for us to view perfect algebras isogeneous
with sll+1(S ) is as in the book by Seligman [Se]. In fact, using this view-
point we indicate a new proof of the result of Kassel and Loday [KL]
which relates HC1(S ) and sll+1(S )@ in the cases of interest to us. After these
basic results are introduced, we define the quantum torus Cq , and the
properties of these algebras which we need are obtained. We close this sec-
tion by identifying the core of quasi-simple Lie algebras of type Al , l3,
as being centrally isogeneous with sll+1(Cq) for some q. In third and final
section we begin by presenting examples which show we need some extra
hypothesis and are then led to the tame quasi-simple Lie algebras. The next
stage is to give exact information and bases for the homogeneous spaces
HC1(Cq)a of HC1(Cq) for a # Z&. Later we see this gives upper bounds of
the dimensions of root spaces, which are sharp, for our tame quasi-simple
Lie algebra. We then go on to give the classification of the maximal tame
algebras under consideration and close making several remarks about
questions pointed to by our main theorem.
A word about style. The paper is mainly about sll+1(Cq), HC1(Cq) and
skew-symmetric outer derivations of Cq , and because of this, does not
admit easily to the usual ``definition, lemma, theorem, proof '' style. We
have attempted to give a presentation along the lines of E. Artin's beautiful
book [A], where many facts and techniques are gathered locally and then
put together at the end, in the statements of the main results. From this we
hope the reader gets a feeling for how these many facts fit together in
understanding the structure of quasi-simple Lie algebras. Finally we should
mention the main works which have influenced this one. Besides [H-KT]
and [BM] there are the papers [EM], [EMY1] and [EMY2] which deal
with vertex operator representations of the so called toroidal algebras.
These algebras turn out to be the cores of quasi-simple Lie algebras which
have commutative coordinates. For a different viewpoint on representa-
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tions of toroidal algebras see [BC]. Also, we should mention the works
[BZ] and [N] provide general coordinatization theorems for algebras of
other types, and so will clearly play an important role in investigations into
the structure of quasi-simple Lie algebras of these other types.
1. Basics on Quasi-Simple Lie Algebras
Throughout we work with Lie algebras over the field of complex num-
bers C. We begin by recalling some facts about quasi-simple Lie algebras
and then point out some interconnections between these algebras and some
other classes of Lie algebras. Also, we give some examples of quasi-simple
Lie algebras which are important for the rest of this work. The basic
reference for quasi-simple Lie algebras is [H-KT] where the facts we need
are proved and also a classification of their root systems is carried out.
We let L be a Lie algebra over C and assume that L has a non-
degenerate symmetric invariant bilinear form
( } , } ): L_L  C.
Moreover, we assume L has a finite dimensional subalgebra H, which
we call a Cartan subalgebra, and which satisfies
H is abelian (1.1)
adL h is diagonalizable for all h # H. (1.2)
Letting L:=[x # L | [h, x]=:(h) x for all h # H] for all : # H* (the
dual space of H), we call L: the root space associated to the element
: # H* and let R=[: # H* | L:{(0)] and call R the root system of L.
We assume that
L0=H. (1.3)
Then we have the root space decomposition
L= 
: # R
L: . (1.4)
It is easy to see that (L: , L;)=(0) if :+;{0 so that ( } , } ) is non-
degenerate on H, as well as on L:+L&: , for all : # R, so &R=R.
Moreover, [L: , L;]L:+; and if x: # L: , x&: # L&: then, defining
h: # H for any : # H* by the equation (h: , h)=:(h) for all h # H, we have
[x: , x&:]=(x: , x&:) h: . (1.5)
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We transfer the form ( } , } ) on H to the dual space in the usual way by
stipulating that
(*, +)=(h* , h+)=*(h+)=+(h*) for all *, + # H*. (1.6)
One also assumes that
R is discrete, (1.7)
and
(:, ;) # R (the real fied) for all :, ; # R. (1.8)
Thus, on the real vector space : # R R:, which we denote by H*R , the
form takes real values.
Recall that an element $ # H* is isotropic if ($, $)=0. For our final
axiom we require that
if : # R is non-isotropic and x # L: , then ad L x is nilpotent. (1.9)
Then, as in [H-KT], one says that a Lie algebra L satisfying (1.1)
through (1.9) is a quasi-simple Lie algebra. The following result is easy to
establish, where if : # R is non-isotropic, then |: # GL(H*) is defined by
|:(;)=;&
2(;, :)
(:, :)
:.
Proposition 1.10. Let L be a quasi-simple Lie algebra with root system
R and let : # R be non-isotropic. Then
(i) dim L:=1,
(ii) 2(;, :)(:, :) # Z (the integers) for all ; # R,
(iii) |:(;) # R for all ; # R so |:(R)=R,
(iv) for k # C we have k: # R if and only if k=\1 or k=0,
(v) for any ; # R there exist nonnegative integers n& , n+ such that
for n # C, ;+n: # R if and only if n # Z and &n&nn+ , and also
n&&n+=2(;, :)(:, :),
(vi) for any isotropic root $ # R we have (;, $)=0 for all ; # R.
If the form ( } , } ): H*R_H*R  R is positive definite then it is quite easy
to see that L is a finite dimensional reductive Lie algebra so is of the form
L=L1  } } } Ln Z,
344 BERMAN, GAO, AND KRYLYUK
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where each subalgebra Li is a simple Lie algebra over C and Z is the cen-
ter of L. Moreover, any such Lie algebra is quasi-simple with ( } , } ):
H*R_H*R  R positive definite.
The next case to consider, is when the form ( } , } ): H*R _H*R  R is
positive semi-definite. In this case one says the quasi-simple Lie algebra L
is of elliptic type. This includes the positive definite case and we now
assume that L is elliptic quasi-simple. We let 4 be the set of isotropic roots
of L, including 0, so that
4=[$ # R | $ is isotropic]. (1.11)
Also, we define a map l: H*R  (H*R)* by l(*)(+)=(*, +) for all *,
+ # H*R , where (H*R)* is the real dual of H*R . Then (vi) of Proposition
1.10 implies that the real span of 4 is in the kernel of l. Using this linear
map l one transfers the form from H*R to l(H*R) and lets 2=l(R)l(H*R).
It is easy to see (as in [H-KT]) the transferred form on l(H*R) is positive
definite and that 2 is a finite root system which is possibly non-reduced.
One now assumes that the root system of L is irreducible in the sense that
2 is an irreducible finite root system, (1.12)
and
if $ # R is isotropic, there is some non-isotropic root : # R
for which :+$ # R. (1.13)
If (1.12) and (1.13) hold we say L is irreducible and we say L is of type
Xl if 2 is a finite root system of type Xl . So l is the rank of 2. Let KR be
the kernel of l so KRH*R . Let &=dim KR , and call & the nullity of L.
Then we have l+&=dim H*R .
All of the above is reported in [H-KT] and at this point they go on to
give their classification of the root systems R of the irreducible quasi-simple
Lie algebras of elliptic type. For our purposes we now restrict ourselves
further and so make the following assumption:
Assumption 1.14. We assume that either 2 is of type Al for l3 or of
type Dl for l4 or of type E6 , E7 , E8 .
Otherwise said, we assuming that 2 is a reduced simply laced finite root
system of rank l3. The basic restriction of simply laced insures that only
one root length is present and this in turn guarantees that the more com-
plicated twisted algebras do not arise, while the assumption on the rank l
being larger than 2 insures that the coordinates are associative.
Now with the above assumptions in place one pulls-back the finite root
345QUANTUM TORI
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system 2l(H*R) to a subset, we also denote it by 2, of H*R and then, as
in Theorem 14 of [H-KT] one has
R=2_4H*RH*. (1.15)
Moreover, 4 is a lattice in KR of rank & so letting $1 , ..., $& be a basis of
4 which is also a basis of KR , we have
4=Z$1 } } } Z$& . (1.16)
The above now implies that we have elements h1=h:1 , ..., hl=h:l in H*
corresponding to some set of simple roots 6 =[:1 , ..., :l] in 2R while
we also have elements h$1 , ..., h$& corresponding to the isotropic roots
$1 , ..., $& . It follows that our form is positive definite on the real span of
[h1 , ..., hl] while the complex span of [h$1 , ..., h$&] is an isotropic subspace
of H. Since the form ( } , } ): L_L  C is nondegenerate when restricted
to H, it follows there are elements d1 , ..., d& # HL such that
(hi , dj)=0, (dj , dk)=0 and (h$k , dj)=$kj for 1il, 1 j, k&.
(1.17)
Moreover, since [L: , L&:]=Ch: for all : # R we find that if D=
&j=1 Cdj then D & [L, L]=(0). Also, we now have dim Hl+2&,
because h1 , ..., hl , h$1 , ..., h$& , d1 , ..., d& are linearly independent. In light of
(1.2) and (1.5) we now have that if :=li=1 ni:i+
&
j=1 mj $j then
[dj , x]=mj x, for all x # L: , 1 j&. (1.18)
That is, dj is just the j th degree derivation, so we have
[dj , x]=(dj , h:) x=:(dj) x, for x # L: . (1.19)
From now on throughout the rest of the paper, we will use the notation
developed so far, and in particular, will always be assuming that L is an
irreducible elliptic quasi-simple Lie algebra which is simply laced with the
rank l of 2 satisfying l3.
Definition 1.20. The core of L is defined to be the subalgebra of L
generated by the root spaces L: for non-isotropic roots :. We always let Lc
denote the core of L.
Notice that Lc is a homogeneous subalgebra of L with respect to the
root space grading so that
Lc= 
: # R
(Lc): , where (Lc):=Lc & L: for : # R. (1.21)
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We note that (1.5) implies that (Lc)0 has basis [h1 , ..., hl , h$1 , ..., h$&],
thus dim(Lc)0=l+& and if : # R is non-isotropic then (Lc):=L: . Choose
non-zero elements ei # L:i , fi # L&:i for 1il so that ei , hi , fi is an
sl2-triple and we let L4 denote the subalgebra of Lc (hence L) generated
by these elements. Our assumptions insure that L4 is the finite dimensional
simple Lie algebra of type Xl with root system 2. Next, notice that h:1+$j=
h:1+h$j , and as $j is isotropic, then (vi) of Proposition 1.10 gives us that
h$j is central in L, call it cj for 1 j&. We let hl+j denote h:1+$j and
choose non-zero elements el+j # L:1+$j , fl+j # L&(:1+$j) so that el+j , hl+j ,
fl+j is an sl2-triple for 1 j&. Let |i=|:i for 1il and |l+j=|:1+$j
for 1 j&. Then the Weyl group of 2 is the group
W4 =(|1 , ..., |l) , (1.22)
while we let :l+j=:1+$j for 1 j&, 6=[:1 , ..., :l , :l+1 , ..., :l+&] and
let W be defined by
W=(|1 , ..., |l , |l+1 , ..., |l+&). (1.23)
W is called the Weyl group of R and it acts on H*, as well as the lattice
generated by R, which we denote by Q(R). Letting Q(2)Q(R) denote the
root lattice of our finite root system 2 we have, by (1.15), that
Q(2)$Zl,
(1.24)
Q(R)$Q(2)_4$Zl+&.
The Weyl group W (resp. W4 ) acts on Q(R) (resp. Q(2)) and it is
straightforward to see, as in [MS],
W6=[: # R | : is not isotropic ]. (1.25)
These facts now allow us establish the following useful result.
Lemma 1.26. The core Lc of the quasi-simple Lie algebra L is an ideal
of L. Moreover, it is generated, as a Lie algebra, by the l+& sl2-triples ei ,
hi , fi for 1il+&.
Proof. If : # R is non-isotropic and $ # 4, then :+$ is not isotropic, so
that [L: , L$]L:+$Lc and it follows that Lc is an ideal of L. For the
second part let L be the subalgebra of L generated by the elements ei , hi ,
fi , 1il+&. Then LLc and clearly L has a root space decomposition
L= 
: # R
L: where L0=(Lc)0 .
Let
%i=exp(ad ei) exp(ad(&fi)) exp(ad ei)
347QUANTUM TORI
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and notice that %i (L:)=L|i (:) and %i (L:)=L|i (:) for 1il+&. Thus,
(1.25) shows that L:=L: for all non-isotropic roots : so that L=Lc . K
It is also clear from the above that L4 , which is generated by [ei , hi , fi ,
1il ], is the simple Lie algebra of type 2. We let A4 denote the finite
Cartan matrix of the root system 2 so that A4 is an l_l positive definite
matrix and we can write (as is usual we normalize the form so that
(:i , :i)=2 for 1il ),
A4 =((:i , :j))1i, jl .
Let A be the (l+&)_(l+&) matrix given by A=((:i , :j))1i, jl+& so
that A4 is the upper left l_l corner of A and the lower right &_& corner is
the matrix all of whose entries equal 2. Writing aij=(:i , :j) we see that A
is a GIM matrix in the sense that
(i) aij # Z,
(ii) aii=2,
(iii) aij=0 if and only if aji=0,
(iv) aij<0 if and only if aji<0.
For information on GIM and IM matrices and algebras, which were first
introduced by P. Slodowy, and which generalize the KacMoody algebras,
see the references [B2], [BM], [S1], and [S2]. We just quickly recall
what we need here.
The matrix A is a &-fold affinization of A4 and the GIM Lie algebra
attached to A is denoted g~ (A) and is defined to be the Lie algebra with
3(l+&) generators Ei , Hi , Fi , 1il+&, subject to the relations:
(R1) [Hi , Hj]=0, [Hi , Ej]=aijEj , [Hi , Fj]=&aijFj ,
(R2) if aij0 then [Ei , Fj]=[Fi , Ej]=0 and
(ad Ei)&aij+1 Ej=(ad Fi)&aij+1 Fj=0,
(R3) if i{j and aij>0 then [Ei , Ej]=[Fi , Fj]=0 and
(ad Ei)aij+1 Fj=(ad Fi)aij+1 Ej=0
for 1i, jl+&.
g~ (A) has a natural Zl+&-gradation and the ideal generated by the
homogeneous spaces g~ : for : # Zl+& satisfying (:, :)>2 is called the radical
of g~ (A). Here we realize Zl+& as Q(R)= l+&i=1 Z:i with the form, just as
before, being given by (:i , :j)=aij for 1i, jl+&. The IM algebra of A
is denoted g(A), and is just g~ (A) factored by its radical.
Coming back to our quasi-simple Lie algebra L, we note that it is clear
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from the fact that the root system R of L is given as in (1.25), and a
knowledge of the finite root system 2, that there is a homomorphism
,: g~ (A)  L satisfying
,(Ei)=ei , ,(Hi)=hi , ,(Fi)=fi , for 1il+&. (1.27)
This clearly factors through the radical of g~ (A) because L has no roots
: satisfying (:, :)>2 and , is homogeneous in the Zl+&-gradations of our
algebras. Also, by Lemma 1.26, it is clear that , maps onto the core Lc .
Thus we get a homogeneous surjective homomorphism which we also
denote by , of g(A) onto Lc satisfying (1.27) where as usual we identify the
image of the generators of g~ (A), by the same symbol, in g(A). We make use
of this later so now record this here.
Lemma 1.28. Let g(A) be the IM algebra of the &-fold affinization A of
our finite Cartan matrix A4 . Then there is a homogeneous homomorphism
,: g(A)  L and the image of , is the core of L.
Because of the above lemma it is important for us to know more about
the algebra g(A). This information is provided by the realization results
about g(A) in [BM] which we now review. If 2 is of type Dl , l4 or E6 ,
E7 , E8 , one lets S[&] denote the ring C[x\1 , ..., x
\
& ] of Laurent polynomials
in & commuting variables and lets T(S[&] , 2)=g* S[&] , considered as a
Lie algebra over C in the usual way, where g* is the finite dimensional sim-
ple Lie algebra over C with root system 2. When 2 is of type Al with l3,
one lets S[&] denote the ring C[x\1 , ..., x
\
& ]n.c. of Laurent polynomials in &
noncommuting variables and lets T(S[&] , 2)=sll+1(S[&]), considered as a
Lie algebra over C. Here we recall that if S is any associative algebra over
C with identity then sll+1(S ) denotes the Lie subalgebra of the full matrix
algebra Ml+1(S ), generated by the elements Eij (s) for 1i{jl+1 and
s # S, when the latter is considered to be a Lie algebra uncer the usual com-
mutator product. Here Eij (s) denote the usual elements with an s in the
(i, j)-position and 0's elsewhere. In all cases the Lie algebra T(S[&] , 2) is
perfect as is the core Lc of L. For any perfect Lie algebra L we let L
denote it's universal central extension. Then the realization results we need
is the following which is Proposition 5.10 of [BM].
Proposition 1.29. Let A be our &-fold affinization of the finite Cartan
matrix A4 whose root system is 2. Then
g(A)$T(S[&] , 2@).
Actually, it is important for us to say more about what the universal cen-
tral extension is in the cases of interest to us. We will see that knowledge
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of the universal central extensions of various algebras we are investigating
will play a role in understanding the deeper structure of the quasi-simple
Lie algebra L. The results we need come from the works [K] and [KL]
which we now recall, however we also mention the works [BK] and [G]
and the references therein, for more recent work in this direction.
First we describe the commutative cases so let g* be any finite dimen-
sional simple Lie algebra over C and let S be a commutative associative
algebra with identity over C. The module of Ka hler differentials of S is a
pair (01S , d ) where 0
1
S is an S-module and d: S  0
1
S is a linear map such
that the following universal property holds: if M is any S-module and
D: S  M any derivation then there is a unique S-module homomorphism
f : 01S  M such that f b d=D. Then one has d(s1s2)=(ds1) s2+s2(ds1) for
all s1 , s2 # S. To construct 01S we let F=SS and consider F an S-module
via s(s1 t1)=ss1 t1 for s, s1 , t1 # S and let K be the S-submodule of F
generated by the elements 1st&s t&ts for s, t # S. Then 01S=FK
where d: S  01S is given by d(s)=1s+K. Thus, 0
1
S is spanned by
elements of the form s dt and we have that dS is a subspace of 01S . One lets
s dt denote the image of s dt in the factor 01SdS. Thus, we have d(st)=0
so s dt=&t ds for s, t # S. Then the results alluded to above imply the ker-
nel of the map T(S[&] , 2@)  T(S[&] , 2) is just 01SdS for S=S[&] in the
commutative case when 2 is of type D or E. And, we have in these cases
T(S[&] , 2@)=(g* S[&]) (01S[&] dS[&]). (1.30)
The multiplication is given by
[x f, yg]=[x, y] fg+(x, y) g df
for x, y # g* and f, g # S[&] . Also, ( } , } ): g* _g*  C is the nondegenerate
invariant symmetric form, normalized as before.
Next let Z=01S[&] dS[&] and note that this inherits the usual &-tuple
gradation from S[&] . Letting Z* be the sum of the homogeneous spaces of
nonzero degree we form the algebra t(S[&] , 2) by letting t=TZ* where
we drop mention of S[&] and 2 when convenient. Thus, we can write
Z0=(01S[&] dS[&])0 ,
and then have
t(S[&] , 2)=(g* S[&])Z0 , (1.31)
and the multiplication is given by
[x f, yg]=[x, y]fg+(x, y) ?(g df ),
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for x, y # g* , f, g # S[&] and ?: Z  Z0 the projection with kernel Z*. Also,
it is easy to see that Z0 is &-dimensional with basis [ci=x&1i dxi , 1i&].
As in the case of L we have the &-dimensional space of degree derivations
D acting on t just as in (1.18) and (1.19) so we form the semi-direct
product algebra
t(S[&] , 2)e=t(S[&] , 2)D. (1.32)
Defining }: S[&]_S[&]  C by stipulating that }( f, g)=( fg)0= the
degree 0 component in the product fg, we can define a symmetric form
( } , } ): te_te  C by (x f, yg)=(x, y) }( f, g), (Z0 , t)=(D, g* S[&])=
(D, D)=0 and (ci , dj)=$ij for 1i, j&. Then this is a nondegenerate
symmetric invariant bilinear form on te and letting H=H4 +Z0+D (H4 is
our Cartan subalgebra of g* ) we find that t(S[&] , 2)e is a quasi-simple Lie
algebra with root system 2_Z& which we identify with 2_4. Moreover,
the core of Te is easily seen to be t. For this example, as well as some
twisted versions, see [H-KT].
In considering the case when 2 is of type Al , l3, we begin by letting
S be any associative algebra with identity over C. We want to describe
sll+1(S )@ and for this, by the results of [KL], need to describe the Connes
cyclic homogoly group HC1(S ) (actually in [KL] the notation HC2(S ) is
used but it seems that now HC1(S ) is the more usual notation.). Let I be
the subspace of SS spanned by the elements
xy+yx and xyz&xyz&yzx (1.33)
for all x, y, z # S. So we have the space SSI where we let (x, y) denote
the element xy+I, so that
(x, y)=&(y, x) ,
(1.34)
(xy, z)+(yz, x)+(zx, y)=0 for all x, y, z # S.
Then HC1(S ) is defined as
HC1(S )={ :j # J (sj , tj) } :j # J [sj , tj]=0= , (1.35)
where [ , ] is the commutator product in S, J is a finite index set.
Note that if S is commutative then HC1(S ) is nothing but 01S dS.
Now the result about sll+1(S )@ refered to above in [K], [KL] is that
sll+1(S )@$stl+1(S) and H2(sll+1(S), C)$HC1(S ). Here the Steinberg Lie
algebra stl+1(S ) is the Lie algebra with generators uij (r), 1i{jl+1,
r # S, subject to relations:
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(i) uij (ar+bs)=auij (r)+buij (s)
(ii) [uij (r), ujk(s)]=uik(rs) if I, j, k are distinct,
(iii) [uij (r), ukm(s)]=0 if i{m, and j{k
for all a, b # C, and r, s # S.
Otherwise said, we have the short exact sequence of Lie algebras over C
where we consider HC1(S ) as an abelian Lie algebra,
0  HC1(S )  stl+1(S )  sll+1(S )  0. (1.36)
In fact, for i{j one lets Hij (a, b)=[uij (a), uji (b)] for a, b # S and then
h(a, b)=H1j (a, b)&H1j (1, ba). This is easily seen to be independent of the
choice of j. The homomorphism ,: stl+1(S )  sll+1(S ) defined by
,(uij (a))=Eij (a) for 1i{jl+1, a, b # S satisfies that it's kernel is
given by ker .=[i # J h(ai , bi) | i # J [ai , bi]=0] where J is a finite
index set. Moreover, the map ': HC1(S)  ker . defined by '((a, b) )=
h(a, b) is a surjective isomorphism, as is proved in [KL]. (Later, we shall
have call to take a different viewpoint with the algebra sll+1(S )@ and, as a
by-product, obtain a new proof of this result.). In this way we can consider
HC1(S )=ker .stl+1(S ). Notice that in the case when S=S[&] is our
algebra of Laurent polynomials in &-noncommuting variables that the
dimensions of the appropriate (non-isotropic) root spaces need not be
1-dimensional as they were when 2 was of type D or E so that here
T(S[&] , 2@) does not lead to quasi-simple Lie algebras in such an easy way
as in the commutative case with the algebras t(S[&] , 2)e when 2 is of type
D or E. In the next section we will see how to obtain many quasi-simple
Lie algebras in this case.
As many of the Lie algebras we consider are Lie algebras graded by the
finite root system 2 we now recall this definition from [BM]. Later we will
need some of the techniques developed in [BM] concerning such algebras.
Thus, with 2 as above, Q(2) the root lattice generated by 2 and g a Lie
algebra one says g is 2-graded if
(i) g has a Q(2)-gradation
g= 
: # Q(2)
g:,
in which g:{(0) if and only if : # 2 (recall 0 # 2),
(ii) the split simple Lie algebra g* whose root system is 2 is a sub-
algebra of g and relative to some split Cartan subalgebra h4 of g* we have
g* :g: for all : # 2,
(iii) for all h # h4 , adg(h) acts by the scalar :(h) on g:, and
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(iv) g is generated by the root spaces g: for : # 2, :{0.
From what we have already about our quasi-simple Lie algebra L we
know that the core Lc of L is a Lie algebra graded by 2. Indeed, as
R=2_4 and Lc=: # R (Lc): we let g* =L4 Lc be as previously defined
and Lc=* # 4 (Lc):+* for all : # 2 to get that Lc is graded by 2. It
follows from this, by the Recognition Theorem in [BM], that Lc is cen-
trally isogeneous with some algebra of the form g* S in the commutative
case when 2 is of type D or E and with sll+1(S) for some possibly noncom-
mutative S when 2 is of type Al . We obtain more information in our next
result.
Theorem 1.37. When 2 is of type D or E then Lc is centrally isogeneous
with the Lie algebra T(S[&] , 2@). In fact, there are surjective homomorphism
,: T(S[&] , 2@)  Lc , and : Lc  T(S[&] , 2) and whose kernels are central.
Proof. Since g(A)=T we know there is a surjective homomorphism
,: T  Lc . Moreover, the root system of both algebras is R=2_4 with
non-isotropic root spaces being one dimensional. It follows that the kernel
of , lies in the sum of the isotropic root spaces. Also, T is generated by the
root spaces corresponding to the roots \:i , 1il+& and if $ # R is
isotropic then $\:i is not isotropic. It follows that the kernel of , is cen-
tral. To obtain the homomorphism  one needs only to note that T has tri-
vial center. K
Remark 1.38. In the situation of the previous theorem we have the cen-
tral elements ci=h$i , 1i& in Lc , and these are in the kernel of  as
T(S[&] , 2) has no center. It is then easy to see that we can also obtain a
homomorphism $: Lc  t(S[&] , 2) which is surjective.
2. Quasi-Simple Lie Algebras of Type A and the Quantum Torus
In this section we need to collect some general facts about sll+1(S) for
S an arbitrary associative C-algebra with identity and l3. However, as
the reader can check, many of the results remain true when l=1 or 2. As
these general results are more or less well-known we are brief only indicat-
ing proofs when we feel necessary. After this we go on to introduce the
quantum torus Cq where q=(qij) is a &_& matrix of nonzero complex
entries satisfying qii=1, q&1ij =qji for 1i, j&. We establish the results we
need about this ring of twisted Laurent polynomials in & variables and go
on to consider the Lie algebras sll+1(Cq). We show the core of any quasi-
simple Lie algebra under consideration (as in Section 1) of type Al is cen-
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trally isogeneous with sll+1(Cq) for some Cq . We will use some of the
results we establish here in the next section when we investigate the various
possibilities for our quasi-simple algebras L. Our main references for Cq
are [KPS] and [MP].
Recalling that sll+1(S ) is the Lie subalgebra of Ml+1(S ) generated by
the elements Eij (s) for 1i{jl+1, s # S, we let Eij (S )=[Eij(s) | s # S]
and let
H(S )= :
1i{jl+1
[Eij (S ), Eji (S )]. (2.1)
Thus, H(S ) consists of the diagonal matrices of sll+1(S ).
Let Hi (S )=[Ei, i+1(S ), Ei+1, I (1)] for 1il and I(s)=l+1i=1 Eii (s).
Notice that if X=(xij) # Ml+1(S ) then [I(s), X]=((ads) xij). Moreover, it
is easy to see that I(s) # sll+1(S ) if and only if s # [S, S], where [S, S] is
the commutator ideal of S when we consider S as a Lie algebra in the usual
way. In fact, defining
Tr: Ml+1(S )  S by Tr((xij))= :
l+1
i=1
xii and
tr: Ml+1(S )  S[S, S] by tr(X )=Tr(X )+[S, S]
we have that tr(XY )=tr(YX ) for X, Y # Ml+1(S ) and as we are in charac-
teristic 0 that
sll+1(S )=[X # Ml+1(S ) | tr(X )=0]. (2.2)
We have also that H(S )=I([S, S]) ( li=1 Hi (S )). Note that, as in
[BM], sll+1(S ) is a Lie algebra graded by 2 where now 2 is our finite root
system of type Al , and it easily follows from this that any ideal T, of
sll+1(S ), is homogeneous with respect to the grading by 2, or equivalently
by Zl. Otherwise said, if T is any ideal of sll+1(S ) then we have
T=(H(S ) & T) :
1i{jl+1
(Eij (S ) & T). (2.3)
One lets Tij=[s # S | Eij (s) # T] for all 1i{jl+1. Then, as is easy
to see (using l2 here), Tij does not depend on i, j and is an ideal of S.
Next we notice that if 1 is any abelian group and S is 1-graded then
sll+1(S ) is Zl_1 graded. Indeed S=# # 1 S# so that we have
sll+1(S )=\ :# # 1 :1i{jl+1 Eij (S#)+ :# # 1 H# , (2.4)
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where H#=I(S# & [S, S])ll=1 [E&i, i+1(S#), Ei+1, i (1)]. As usual we
say a graded algebra is graded simple if it has no non-trivial graded ideals.
We let Z(S ) be the center of our algebra S. Then an easy extension of
some of the material in [H], which we need later, is the following result.
Proposition 2.5. Let S=# # 1 S# be a 1-graded associative algebra
with identity. Then sll+1(S ) is (Zl_1 )-graded simple if and only if S is
1-graded simple and [S, S] & Z(S )=(0).
Proof. Assume first that S is 1-graded simple and that [S, S] &
Z(S )=(0). If T is a (Zl_1 )-graded ideal of sll+1(S ) then the ideal
T12=[s # S | E12(s) # T] of S is easily seen to be 1-graded as E12(S )=
# # 1 E12(S#) with T & E12(S )=# # 1 (T & E12(S#)). If T12=S then
clearly T=sll+1(S ). If L12=0 then TH(S ). Say X=l+1i=1 Eii (ri) # T,
then if j{k and s # S we get [X, Ejk(s)]=Ejk(rjs&srk) # T. This implies
that rj s&srk=0 so rj=rk=r # Z(S ). Now Tr(X)=(l+1) r # [S, S] so we
obtain r=0 and hence T=(0) in this case.
Conversely, assume sll+1(S ) is (Zl_1 )-graded simple. If J=# # 1 J# is
a 1-graded ideal of S then we obtain the (Zl_1 )-graded ideal, sll+1(J),
of sll+1(S ) defined by
sll+1(J)=\ :# # 1 :1i{jl+1 Eij (J#)+
\:# # 1 I(J# & [S, S]) :
l
i=1
[Ei, i+1(J#), Ei+1, i]+ .
Thus, S is 1-graded simple. Moreover, as S is 1-graded, so is the center
Z(S ) of S, say Z(S )= Z# . Then # # 1 I([S, S] & Z#) is a (Zl_1 )-
graded ideal of sll+1(S ) which is in the center of sll+1(S ), and so must be
zero. K
Next we need to consider the predual of the space of invariant symmetric
bilinear forms for the algebra sll+1(S ). Thus, as in [BK] and [Ha], one
defines V(L), for any Lie algebra to be the linear space
V(L)=LLI, (2.6)
where I is the subspace of LL spanned by all elements in the form
l1 l2&l2 l1 , and [l1 , l2] l3&l1 [l2 , l3] for l1 , l2 , l3 # L. The dual
space of V(L) is just the space of invariant symmetric forms on L. We write
l1_l2 for the element l1_l2+I of V(L). Notice that for L=sll+1(S ) the
usual argument, using symmetry and invariance together with the fact that
sll+1(S ) is a Lie algebra graded by 2, show that L:_L;I for :, ; # 2,
:+;{0, here L0=H(S ). It easily follows from this, and (2.1), that
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V(sll+1(S )) is spanned by elements in the form Eij (r)_Eji (s) for r, s # S.
Moreover, if i, j, k, m are distinct then
Eij (rs)_Eji (t)=[Eik(r), Ekj (s)]_Eji (t)=Eik(r)_Eki (st)
=Eki (st)_Eik(r)=[Ekm(s), Emi (t)]_Eik(r)
=Ekm(s)_Emk(tr),
and it follows that V(sll+1(S )) is spanned by elements in the form E12(r)_
E21(s) for r, s # S. Now, as above,
E12(rs)_E21(t)=E13(r)_E31(st)=E12(r)_E21(st).
Taking r=1 yields E12(s)_E21(t)=E12(1)_E21(st). Also,
E12(s)_E21(t)=E21(t)_E12(s)=E21(1)_E12(ts)
=E12(td)_E21(1)=E12(1)_E21(ts).
Thus we have
E12(1)_E21([S, S])=(0). (2.7)
These facts now allows us to identify the space V(sll+1(S )).
Lemma 2.8. V(sll+1(S )) is isomorphic to S[S, S].
Proof. As tr(XY )=tr(YX ) then also tr([X, Y]Z)=tr(X[Y, Z]) for
X, Y, Z # sll+1(S ). It follows that the map ! : sll+1(S )sll+1(S ) 
S[S, S] given by ! (XY )=tr(XY ) factors through I to give a surjective
linear map ! : V(sll+1(S ))  S[S, S] satisfying !(X_Y )=tr(XY ). Also,
the linear map ` : S  V(sll+1(S )), defined by ` (r)=E12(1)_E21(r), factors
through [S, S] by (2.7) to give a linear map `: S[S, S]  V(sll+1(S ) with
`(r+[S, S])=E12(1)_E12(r). Clearly the composition ` b ! is the identity
map as desired. K
Remark 2.9. If * # (S[S, S])* define F* : sll+1(S )  C by F*(x, y)=
*(tr(xy)). Then F* is an invariant symmetric bilinear form on sll+1(S ), and
by the above lemma, any such invariant form equals F* for some
* # (S[S, S])*.
We next need to make some general comments on the algebra of deriva-
tions of sll+1(S ) denoted by D=Der(sll+1(S )). As most of these facts
follow easily from well-known techniques in [B1] and [F] we only sketch
the arguments, one should also see [BeM]. Writing L=sll+1(S ) we can
express the fact that sll+1(S ) is a Lie algebra graded by 2 by writing
L= 
: # 2
L:, (2.10)
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where L0=H(S ). Then, we let D: be the subspace of D consisting of
derivations of degree : so
D:=[D # D | D(L;)L:+; for all ; # 2]. (2.11)
Then, just as in Proposition 1.1 of [F], one can establish that
D= 
: # 2
D:. (2.12)
Let L4 =sll+1(C)L with the usual Cartan subalgebra H4 =L4 & L0. If
: # 2, :{0 and if D: L0  L: is a derivation then,
D([x, y])=[Dx, y]+[x, Dy], for x, y # L0. (2.13)
Using [L0, H4 ]=(0), it is easy to see that if D: L0  L: is a derivation
which vanishes on H4 then D is identically 0. This implies, by a straight-
forward argument, that any derivation D: L0  L: is inner. Otherwise said,
we have
H1(L0, L:)=(0) for all : # 2, :{0. (2.14)
Moreover, it is clear that HomL0 (L:, L;)=(0) for all :, ; # 2 with :{; so
the hypothesis of Proposition 1.2 in [F] are satisfied and the same argu-
ment there, using that 2 is finite, implies that
D=Inn(sll+1(S ))+D0, (2.15)
where Inn(sll+1(S )) is the subalgebra of D consisting of inner derivations.
If D is a derivation of the algebra S then D can be considered as a
derivation of sll+1(S ) whose action is given by
D(Eij (r))=Eij (Dr), for 1i{jl+1, r # S. (2.16)
In this way we often consider Der(S ) as a subalgebra of D, and clearly
Der(S)D0.
Proposition 2.17. D=Inn(sll+1(S ))+Der(S ).
Proof. If D # D0 say D(Ei, i+1(1)=Ei, i+1(ai) for 1il. It is easy to
show that then D(Ei+1, i (1))=Ei+1, i (&ai). If A4 is our l_l Cartan matrix
of L4 then A4 is nonsingular so there are elements b1 , ..., bl in S such that
b1 a1
A \ b +=\ b + ,bl al
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and it easily follows that if h=li=1 (Eii (bi)&Ei+1, i+1(bi)) # L
0 that
D0 :=D&adh annihilates L4 and is still in D0. Thus, one can write for i{j,
D0(Eij (a))=Eij ( fij (a)), for some functions fij : S  S, and then easily show
that fij=fkm for i{j, k{m and that this function is a derivation of S. K
For later use we will need a different description of the algebra
sll+1(S )@=stl+1(S) which allows more precise computations to be carried
out. This viewpoint is presented in Seligman's book [Se] on pages 5469,
and has it's roots in an investigation of Tits into the case A1 . Moreover,
although we only pursue the case of Al , l3 here, our results, and a
knowledge of this ``Seligman-Tits'' method as expanded in [Se], make it
clear that a similar analysis, at least in principle, can be carried out for
elliptic quasi-simple Lie algebras of all types, reduced or not. Some recent
work of [BZ] into realizations of some IM algebras of non-simply laced
cases, bears witness to this. We recall what we need here. Thus,
g* =sll+1(C)sll+1(S ), and we let .: sll+1(S )@ sll+1(S ) be the natural
map. Clearly there is a copy of g* in sll+1(S )@ and upon making identifica-
tions we have , | g* is the identity. Thus, we have sll+1(S )@ is a g* -module
which is easily seen to be a direct sum of submodules isomorphic to g*
together with some trivial 1-dimensional modules and hence, as in [Se],
sll+1(S )@=D (g* S ), (2.18)
where g* is identified with g* 1, D is the centralizer of g* in sll+1(S )@, and
the coordinates are clearly our associative C-algebra S. In the same way,
we have
sll+1(S )=I([S, S]) (g* S ), (2.19)
where we recall that I(s)=l+1i=1 Eii (s). Also, by our identification, . is the
identity on g* S.
As in [Se], we have a bilinear pairing [ } , } ]: S_S  D which satisfies
[a, b]=&[b, a],
(2.20)
[ab, c]+[bc, a]+[ca, b]=0, for all a, b, c # S.
Moreover, D acts on S by derivations, and using the fact that sll+1(S )@ is
generated by g* Ssll+1(S )@ (or the viewpoint of sll+1(S )@ as stl+1(S )) we
get D=[S, S]. Also, [a, b] acts on s # S by
[a, b](s)=[[a, b], s], (2.21)
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when proper normalizations are in force. Here, by proper normalization we
mean so that (2.24)(2.26) below hold and this involves choosing the
invariant form B(x, y) as below. Moreover, elements of D=[S, S] act as
derivations on [S, S] (see (1) on page 62 of [Se]) so
[[a, b], [c, d ]]=[[[a, b], c], d ]+[c, [[a, b], d ]], for a, b, c, d # S.
(2.22)
Remark 2.23. Notice that the space [S, S] becomes a Lie algebra with
Lie product given as in (2.22), and .: [S, S]  [S, S], defined by
.([a, b])=[a, b], is a surjective Lie algebra homomorphism. If
S=Z(S )[S, S] then [S, S] is perfect and [S, S] is a central extension
of [S, S].
If we replace sll+1(S )@ in the above with any perfect central extension, say
L, of sll+1(S ), then all of the above remain true as one sees by using the
natural homomorphisms +: sll+1(S)@ L, : L  sll+1(S ).
Next we indicate a new proof of the fact that H2(sll+1(S ), C)$HC1(S ),
in the cases under consideration, which easily follows from the results we
have cited in [Se]. Thus recall that (S, S) =SSI and (1.34) holds. Let
L1=(S, S)  (sll+1(C)S ) with multiplication defined by saying
[xa, yb]=B(x, y)(a, b) +[x, y]
a b b
2
+(x b y)
[a, b]
2
, (2.24)
where x, y # sll+1(C), a, b # S, [x, y]=xy&yx, x b y=xy+yx&2(l+1)
Tr(xy) I(1), [a, b]=ab&ba, a b b=ab+ba, and B(x, y)=1(l+1) Tr(xy).
We also require for the product that
[(a, b) , (c, d)]=([a, b], [c, d]) , (2.25)
and
[(a, b) , xc]=x [[a, b], c] (2.26)
hold for a, b, c, d # S, x, y # sll+1(C).
Note that ([a, b], [c, d]) =([[a, b], c], d) +(c, [[a, b], d]). One
can easily check that L1 is a Lie algebra with this product, and also note
that (as in [Se]) for sll+1(S ) one has
[xa, yb]=B(x, y)I([a, b])+[x, y]
a b b
2
+(x b y)
[a, b]
2
, (2.27)
[I([a, b]), I([c, d])]=I([[a, b], [c, d]]), (2.28)
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and
[I([a, b]), xc]=x[[a, b], c]. (2.29)
It follows that there is a surjective homomorphism .1 : L1  sll+1(S )
given by
.1(xa)=xa,
(2.30)
.1((a, b) )=I([a, b]), for a, b # S, x # sll+1(C).
Moreover, from (1.35) we have ker .1=HC1(S ) and (2.25)(2.26) imply
this is central in L1 . Also, as g* =sll+1(C) is perfect then [xa, y ]=
[x, y]a implies that g* S[L1 , L1], while if x, y # g* satisfy B(x, y)=1
then [xa, yb]=(a, b)+[x, y]a b b2+(x b y)[a, b]2 implies
that (S, S)[L1 , L1], so L1=[L1 , L1] is a perfect central extension of
sll+1(S ). Also, as remarked above any perfect central extension, say L2 , of
sll+1(S ), has a decomposition as in (2.18) with (2.20)(2.22) valid and this
implies that the map .$: L1  L2 , which is the identity on g* S, and which
sends (a, b) # (S, S) L1 to the element [a, b] of the centralizer of
g* =g* 1 in L2 , is a surjective homomorphism. The upshot of this is that
L1 is the universal central extension of sll+1(S ) so that we immediately
recover the Kassel-Loday result that H2(sll+1(S ), C)$HC1(S ).
Using some of these results we need to note some facts about invariant
forms on sll+1(S )@. For this, recall from [BK] that V(g^)=V(g) for any per-
fect Lie algebra g, so if .: sll+1(S )@ sll+1(S ) is the natural map then by
Remark 2.9 we get that any invariant symmetric bilinear form F( } , } ) on
sll+1(S )@ satisfies
F(x^, y^)=*(tr(.(x^) .( y^))) for x^, y^ # sll+1(S )@ and some * # (S[S, S])*,
(2.31)
sometimes we write F* for F.
Now, from the above we know sll+1(S )@=(S, S)  (g* S ) and that
.(xa)=xa for x # g* , a # S while .((a, b) )=I([a, b]) for a, b # S.
Thus, we get
F(xa, yb)=*(tr(.(xa) .( yb)))=*(tr((xa)( yb)))
=*(Tr(xy) ab+[S, S])=Tr(xy) *(ab+[S, S]),
which we record as
F*(xa, yb)=Tr(xy) *(ab+[S, S]),
for x, y # g* , a, b # S, * # (S[S, S])*. (2.32)
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We also have
F((a, b) , xc)=*(tr(.((a, b) ) .(xc)))=*(tr((I([a, b])(xc)))
=*(tr(x ([a, b] c)))
=*((Tr(x))([[a, b], c]+[S, S]))=0.
as Tr(x)=0. Thus,
F*((a, b) , xc)=0. (2.33)
Finally, it is easy to see that
F*((a, b) , (c, d) )=(l+1) *([a, b][c, d]+[S, S]). (2.34)
We now use these facts to compute which derivations are skew-sym-
metric with respect to F*( } , } ) where the identification V(sll+1(S )@)=
V(sll+1(S )) allows us to consider F*( } , } ) as an invariant symmetric form
on sll+1(S ).
Definition 2.35. For * # (S[S, S])*, let
D*(sll+1(S ))=D*=[D # Der(sll+1(S )) | D is skew-symmetric
with respect to F*].
Similarly, define D*(sll+1(S )@). Notice that Proposition 2.17 and the
invariance of F* , gives us that InnDer(sll+1(S))D* . Thus,
D*=InnDer(sll+1(S ))+
t
D* , (2.36)
where
t
D*=[D # Der(S )Der(sll+1(S )) | D # D*].
Later we shall make use of the following result.
Lemma 2.37. (i)
t
D* = [D # Der(S ) | *(D(a) + [S, S]) = 0 for all
a # S].
(ii) If Z(S ) & [S, S]=(0) then D*(sll+1(S )@)$D*(sll+1(S )).
Proof. (i) For D # Der(S ) one finds, by (2.32), that
F*(xDa, yb)+F*(xa, yDb)
=Tr(xy) *((Da) b+a(Db)+[S, S])=Tr(xy) *(D(ab)+[S, S])
for a, b # S, x, y # g* .
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Also, from (2.33) we get
F*(D(I([a, b])), xc)+F*(I([a, b]), xDc)=0,
and from (2.34) we get
F*(D(I([a, b])), I([c, d]))+F*(I([a, b]), D(I([c, d])))
=(l+1) *(D([a, b][c, d])+[S, S]),
for all a, b, c, d # S, x # g* .
Thus, D is skew-symmetric with respect to F* if and only if *(Da+
[S, S])=0 for all a # S, as expected.
(ii) From [BeM] we have if L is a perfect Lie algebra with L it's
universal central extension then Der(L)$Der(L ) provided Z(L), the cen-
ter of L, is (0). Noting that Z(sll+1(S ))=[I(s) | s # [S, S] & Z(S )] yields
the result. K
We now let q=(qij) be any &_& matrix of non-zero complex numbers
which satisfy
qii=1, q&1ij =qji for all 1i, j&. (2.38)
Letting Jq denote the ideal of the non-commutative Laurent polynomial
ring S[&]=C[x\11 , ..., x
\1
& ]n.c. generated by the elements xixj&qijxjxi for
1i, j&, we let Cq be the factor ring S[&] Jq . As usual we again write
xi # Cq for the image of xi # S[&] under the natural homomorphism so we
have
xi xj=qijxjxi , 1i, j&. (2.39)
Cq is called the quantum torus associated to q, see Chapter 4, Section 6
of [M] (also see [R]).
If a=(a1 , ..., a&) # Z& we let xa=xa11 } } } x
a&
& # Cq . It is clear that the units
of Cq are of the form cxa where c # C* (the non-zero complex numbers)
and a # Z&.
We define maps _, f : Z&_Z&  C* by
_(a, b)= `
1i< j&
qaj biji ,
(2.40)
f (a, b)=_(a, b) _(b, a)&1, for all a, b # Z&.
Then f (a, b)=>&i, j=1 q
aj bi
ji and clearly f (a, b)=f (b, a)
&1, f (a, a)=
f (a, &a)=1.
We have
_(a+a$, b)=_(a, b) _(a$, b) and _(a, b+b$)=_(a, b) _(a, b$).
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Also,
xaxb=_(a, b) xa+b,
(2.41)
xaxb(xa)&1(xb)&1=f (a, b), for all a, b # Z&.
Note that the commutator of monomials in Cq satisfies
[xa, xb]=(_(a, b)&_(b, a)) xa+b=_(b, a)( f (a, b)&1) xa+b (2.42)
for all a, b # Z&. Define the radical of f, denoted rad( f ), by
rad( f )=[a # Z& | f (a, b)=1 for all b # Z&]. (2.43)
It is clear that rad( f ) is a subgroup of Z&. This subgroup will prove to
be very important for us. Notice that we have not indicated the dependence
of _ and f on q. If later we write _q , fq this will cause no problems. The
basic structural information we need about Cq is presented in the following
result, most of which appears in [MP]. The part which does not follows
easily from (2.42).
Proposition 2.44. Let Cq be as above, then
(i) The center, Z(Cq), has basis consiting of monomials xa for
a # rad( f ).
(ii) The Lie algebra [Cq , Cq] has basis consisting of monomials xa
for a  rad( f ).
(iii) Cq=[Cq , Cq]Z(Cq).
(iv) Cq is simple if and only if Z: (Cq)=C if and only if rad( f )=0.
Remark 2.45. Define a linear map =: Cq  C by stipulating that
=(xa)={0 if a{01 if a=0,
on the monomials xa and extending by linearity to all of Cq .
Define }: Cq_Cq  C by }(r, s)==(rs) for all r, s # Cq . Then } is a non-
degenerate bilinear form on Cq which is associative in the sense that
}(rs, t)=}(r, st) for all r, s, t # Cq , and } is also symmetric. The dual basis
relative to } of the standard monomials basis [xa]a # Z& is the basis
[(xa)&1]a # Z& . Moreover, the decomposition Cq=[Cq , Cq]Z(Cq) above
is clearly an orthogonal decomposition with respect to }. It follows that the
Lie algebra [Cq , Cq]$ad(Cq)Der(Cq) has a non-degenerate invariant
symmetric bilinear form. Note also that Der(Cq) is a module with respect
to the center Z(Cq) in the usual way and we usually consider this as a left
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Z(Cq)-module. Also, as Cq is graded by Z
&, we have the degree derivations
d1 , ..., d& satisfying
di (xa)=aixa for any a=(a1 , ..., a&) # Z&. (2.46)
Moreover, if, for a # Z&, we let Der(Cq)a be the derivations of Cq which are
homogeneous of degree a, then repeating the argument of Proposition 1.1
in [F], using the fact that the algebra Cq is finitely generated we obtain
Der(Cq)= 
a # Z&
Der(Cq)a . (2.47)
Our next result gives exact information on Der(Cq)a . As usual if v1 , ..., vk
are elements in some vector space we let (v1 , ..., vk) denote their linear
span.
Lemma 2.48. Let a # Z&, then
Der(Cq)a=(ad xa) if a  rad( f ), while
Der(Cq)a=(xadi | 1i&) if a # rad( f ).
Proof. Let a # Z& and write =i , for that element of Z& whose i th place
has a 1 and all other places are zero. Let D # Der(Cq)a so say
D(xi)=tixa+=i, 1i&, (2.49)
where the ti 's are scalars in C. Considering the relation (2.39) we get
ti xa+=i xj+xi (tjxa+=j )=qij tjxa+=j xi+qijxj (tixa+=i ).
Thus, using (2.41) and rearranging gives
ti (_(a+=i , =j)&qij_(=j , a+=i))=tj (qij_(a+=j , =i)&_(=i , a+=j)),
or equivalently
ti_(=j , a+=i)( f (a+=i , =j)&qij)=tj_(=i , a+=j)(qij f (a+=j , =i)&1).
But f (a+=i , =j)=f (a, =j) f (=i , =j)=f (a, =j) qij so that
ti _(=j , a+=i) qij ( f (a, =j)&1)=tj_(=i , a+=j)( f (a, =i)&1) (2.50)
for 1i, j&.
We also can go the other way and say any linear map D:
(x1 , ..., x&)  Cq satisfying (2.49)(2.50) can be uniquely extended to an
element in Der(Cq)a . Next, note if a # rad( f ), then (2.50) always holds so
that any choices of the ti 's are possible and we then clearly have
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D=xa(t1 d1+ } } } +t&d&). On the other hand if a  rad( f ) then for some i
we have f (a, =i){1 and (2.50) can then be written for all j  i as
tj=
_(=j , a+=i) qij ( f (a, =j)&1)
_(=i , a+=j)( f (a, =i)&1)
ti . (2.51)
It then follows that dim Der(Cq)a1 in this case so that Der(Cq)a=
(ad(xa)) as claimed. K
Remmark 2.52. It follows from the previous lemma that
Der(Cq)=InnDer(Cq)Z(Cq) } (d1 , ..., d&) , (2.53)
where InnDer(Cq) is the ideal of the inner derivations. Notice that Z(Cq) }
(d1 , ..., d&) is a subalgebra of Der(Cq) which is isomorphic to the outer
derivation algebra of Cq so we often write
OutDer(Cq)=Z(Cq) } (d1 , ..., d&). (2.54)
Thus we have InnDer(Cq)=ad(Cq)$[Cq , Cq] and both InnDer(Cq) and
OutDer(Cq) are graded by Z
& with
dim(InnDer(Cq))a={0 if a # rad( f ),1 if a  rad( f ), (2.55)
while
dim(OutDer(Cq))a={0 if a  rad( f ),& if a # rad( f ). (2.56)
Our next step is to show how sll+1(Cq) leads to quasi-simple Lie
algebras and for this we need to make some remarks about HC1(Cq). Later
in Section 3 we will need to say a lot more, but for our purposes now, fairly
easy arguments will suffice. We begin with a general fact for any associative
algebra S.
If D # Der(S ) then D acts on SS via D(s1s2)=(Ds1)s2+
s1 (Ds2), s1 , s2 # S. The subspace I of SS spanned by elements (1.33)
is clearly mapped to itself by D so we get an induced action of D on
SSI, and as D maps HC1(S )SSI to itself we get an action of D
on HC1(S ). If b, c, s # S and if D=ads is the inner derivation then we have
D((b, c) )=(sb, c)&(bs, c) +(b, sc)&(b, cs)
=((sb, c)&(b, cs) )+(&(bs, c) +(b, sc) )
=&(bc, s) +(cb, s)=(s, [b, c]).
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Thus, if i # J [bi , ci]=0, for some elements bi , ci # S, i # J (a finite index
set) then D(i # J (bi , ci) )=0. Thus, we have
InnDer(S) acts trivially on HC1(S ). (2.57)
Because the algebra Cq has a grading by Z
& and the subspace ISS,
as above is homogeneous with respect to this grading, we get that HC1(Cq)
is also graded by Z&. In fact, we have
deg(xa, xb) =a+b for a, b # Z&.
An easy inductive argument, based on (1.34), allows us to reduce any
element (xa, x&a) for a # Z& to a linear combination of the elements
(x&1i , xi) for 1i&. Therefore, the zero component, (HC1(Cq))0 , is
spanned by these elements.
Next, we define a bilinear form ( } , } ): sll+1(Cq)_sll+1(Cq)  C by
(A, B)==(Tr(AB)),
where = is as in (2.45). Thus, if A=(aij), B=(bij) then (A, B)=
=(l+1i, k=1 aikbki)=
l+1
i, k=1 }(aik , bki), so (A, B)=(B, A) because } is sym-
metric. It is easy to see that the form ( } , } ) is invariant. Using that
sll+1(Cq) is a Lie algebra graded by 2 we write sll+1(Cq)=: # 2 L: as in
(2.10) and easily have that (L:, L;)=(0) unless :+;=0. From this it
follows, by a straightforward computation, using that } is non-degenerate,
that ( } , } ) is non-degenerate. Next note that if di # Der(Cq)
Der(sll+1(Cq)) is the i th degree derivation, as in (2.46), then we have
=(di (s))=0 for all s # Cq . It follows easily from this and the definitions that
=(Tr(di (AB)))=0 for any A, B # sll+1(Cq), 1i&. Hence we obtain, just
as in the affine case (see [K]), that
(diA, B)=&(A, diB), for all A, B # sll+1(Cq), 1i&. (2.58)
From this, it follows that (di ( } ), } ) is a 2-cocycle on sll+1(Cq), for
1i&. Namely, we have
(di[A, B], C)+(di[B, C], A)+(di[C, A], B)=0 (2.59)
for all A, B, C # sll+1(Cq), 1i&. This now allows us define a central
extension, t(Cq , 2) of sll+1(Cq). As a vector space we let
t(Cq , 2)=sll+1(Cq)\
&
i=1
Cci+ , (2.60)
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where &i=1 Cci is a &-dimensional vector space over C. Define a multi-
plication [ } , } ]$ on t(Cq , 2) by stipulating that &i=1 Cci is in the center
of t(Cq , 2) and
[A, B]$=[A, B]+ :
&
i=1
(diA, B) ci . (2.61)
It follows from (2.58) and (2.59) that t(Cq , 2) is a Lie algebra which is
a central extension of sll+1(Cq). Moreover, we have
[E12(xj), E21(x&1j )]$=[E12(xj), E21(x
&1
j )]+ :
&
i=1
(di E12(xj), E21(x&1j )) ci
=[E12(1), E21(1)]+cj=[E12(1), E21(1)]$+cj ,
from which we see that t(Cq , 2) is a perfect central extension of sll+1(Cq).
As in the commutative case, see (1.32), we form the semi-direct product Lie
algebra
t(Cq , 2)e=t(Cq , 2)(d1 , ..., d&) . (2.62)
We extend the form ( } , } ) on the subspace sll+1(Cq) of t(Cq , 2)e to a
symmetric form on all of t(Cq , 2)e by requiring for c, c$ # (c1 , ..., c&) ,
d, d $ # (d1 , ..., d&) that (sll+1(Cq), c)=(0), (sll+1(Cq), d )=(0), (c, c$)=0,
(d, d $)=0 and (ci , dj)=$ij for 1i, j&. It is a routine matter to check
that this is an invariant symmetric non-degenerate bilinear form on
t(Cq , 2)e. The only non-trivial thing that needs to be done is to see that
([dj , A]$, B])=(dj , [A, B]$) for A, B # sll+1(Cq)te and 1 j&, but this
follows immediately from (2.61). We record this as follows where we recall
that 2 is our root system of type Al .
Proposition 2.63. Let q=(qij) be any &_& matrix of non-zero complex
numbers satisfying qii=1, qij=q&1ji for 1i, j&. Then the Lie algebra
t(Cq , 2)e is a quasi-simple Lie algebra of type Al with nullity &.
We will use the following result about HC1(Cq)0 later.
Corollary 2.64. The elements (xi , x&1i ) for 1i& form a basis for
HC1(Cq)0 . Thus, dim(HC1(Cq)0)=&.
Proof. As t(Cq , 2) is a perfect central extension of sll+1(Cq) we have
the surjective homomorphism .$: sll+1(Cq)@ t(Cq , 2), which is homo-
geneous. By our remarks on the results of [KL] in Section 1 we have
sll+1(Cq)@$sll+1(Cq) and HC1(Cq) is identified with [i # J h(ai , bi) |
i # J [ai , bi]=0]. Thus, (xi , x&1i ) corresponds to h(xi , x
&1
i ) which is
mapped via .$ to the element ci # t(Cq , 2). As c1 , ..., c& are linearly inde-
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pendent, then so are the elements (xi , x&1i ) , ..., (x& , x
&1
& ) in
HC1(Cq)0 . K
Our next result is the analogue of Theorem 1.37 for the case when our
quasi-simple Lie algebra L has it's root system R equal to 2_4 where 2
is of type Al with l3 and 4$Z&. As usual we identify 2 and 4 as subsets
of R. Recall that in this case we have the &-fold affinization A of the finite
Cartan matrix A4 of 2 and here S[&]=C[x\11 , ..., x
\1
& ]n.c. is the Laurent
polynomial ring in & non-commuting variables over C.
Theorem 2.65. Let 2 be of type Al with l3 and let L be as above with
core Lc , and nullity &. Then there exists a &_& matrix q=(qij) of non-zero
complex numbers satisfying qii=1, qij=q&1ji for 1i, j& such that Lc is
centrally isogeneous with the Lie algebra sll+1(Cq). In fact, there are surjec-
tive homomorphisms ,: sll+1(Cq)@ Lc and : Lc  sll+1(Cq) whose kernels
are central.
Proof. Using Lemma 1.28 and Proposition 1.29 we have surjective
homomorphism , : sll+1(S[&])@ Lc which is homogeneous in the Zl_Z&
gradings of both algebras and which moreover sends our fixed copy of
sll+1(C)sll+1(S[&])@ into g* /Lc , where we recall that g* is our fixed copy
of sll+1(C) in Lc which was defined after Lemma 1.26, and called L4 there.
Identifying sll+1(C) and g* we can say , | g* =Idg* so , is a 2-homomorphism
of the 2-graded Lie algebras sll+1(S[&])@ and Lc , (see (1.20) in [BM]).
Moreover, the non-isotropic root spaces in Lc are one dimensional so it
follows that for 1i, j& there is some qij # C such that
, (E12(xi xj))=qij, (E12(xjxi)). (2.66)
Now [[E12(xi xj), E21(x&1j x
&1
i )], E12(1)]=2E12(1) and , (E12(1)){0 so
we get qij{0 for 1i, j& and clearly qii=1, qij=q&1ji . Moreover, the
same argument in Proposition 1.22 of [BM] shows that qij does not
depend on our choice E12 , and in fact, we have for 1i, j&, 1k{
tl+1,
, (Ekt(xi xj))=qij, (Ekt(xjxi)). (2.67)
Form the matrix q=(qij) and let Jq be the ideal of S[&] generated by the
elements xi xj&qijxjxi for 1i, j&. Then Cq=S[&] Jq . Let sll+1(Jq) be
the ideal of sll+1(S[&])@ generated by all elements Ekt(r) for 1k{tl+1,
r # Jq . Then we get that sll+1(Jq) is in the kernel of , so that we obtain an
induced homomorphism
, : sll+1(S[&])@sll+1(Jq)  Lc .
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Write L for sll+1(S[&])@sll+1(Jq) and note that , is surjective and
homogeneous in the Zl_Z& gradings of our algebras. Moreover, L is per-
fect and by the very definition of sll+1(Jq) we see that the non-isotropic
root spaces in L are all one dimensional. Thus, the kernel of , is contained
in the sum of the isotropic root spaces. However, the images of the GIM
generators in L still generate L and are in non-isotropic root spaces so
their products with an element in the kernel of , give us zero. This implies
that the kernel of , is in the center.
Because Cq is a homogeneous homomorphic image of S[&] we get an
induced homogeneous homomorphism  : sll+1(S[&])@ sll+1(Cq) and
clearly sll+1(Jq) is in the kernel of  so we obtain the homomorphism
 : L  sll+1(Cq). By the same argument as above we see that  has it's ker-
nel in the center of L so that L is a perfect central extension of sll+1(Cq)
and hence, there is a homomorphism  : sll+1(Cq)@ L which is surjective.
We now have the following diagram where all algebras are perfect and all
homomorphisms are surjective with central kernels:
,

Lc
sll+1(Cq)@ww
 L
sll+1(Cq)
Let ,: sll+1(Cq)@ Lc be the composition , b  . Now as Cq=[Cq , Cq]
Z(Cq) it is easy to see that the center of sll+1(Cq) is zero so we get a sur-
jective homomorphism : Lc  sll+1(Cq) with central kernel making the
following diagram commute.


,

sll+1(Cq)@
L
,
Lc K
sll+1(Cq)
Remark 2.68. As in Remark 1.38 we can obtain a surjective homo-
morphism $: Lc  t(Cq , 2).
Remark 2.69. We have our IM algebra g(A) which is the
homomorphic image of the GIM algebra g~ (A) with generators Ei , Hi , Fi
for 1il+&. We again let Ei , Hi , Fi denote the images of these elements
in g(A) and let H(A) be the span of H1 , ..., Hl+& in g(A). Then clearly
H(A)g(A)0 , the 0th root space. When Slodowy introduced these
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algebras in [S2] he asked about the relation between these two spaces. We
can say the following from what we know now. In the case when A4 is of
type Al with l3, then g(A) has each of the algebras t(Cq , 2) (2 of type
Al) as a homomorphic image for any &_& matrix q=(qij) of non-zero com-
plex entries with qii=1, qij=q&1ji . The homomorphism is homogeneous
and moreover the algebra sll+1(Cq), which is Zl_Z&-graded simple by
Proposition 2.5 and Proposition 2.44(iii), is just t(Cq , 2) factored by it's
center (c1 , ..., c&). It follows that g(A) has many distinct maximal
homogeneous ideals whose intersection with H(A) is zero. If I1 , I2 are
any two such ideals and if H(A)=g(A)0 then one has that I1+I2 is also
a maximal homogeneous ideal whose intersection with H(A) is (0). It
follows that in this case H(A){g(A)0 .
In the case when A4 is of type D or E we see that the ideal consisting of
the sums of the homogeneous elements in the center of non-zero degree,
Z*, is the unique maximal homogeneous ideal of g(A) whose intersection
with H(A) is zero, and H(A)=g(A)0 .
3. The Structure of Quasi-Simple Lie Algebras
In this final section we investigate some of the more intricate structure
theory for our quasi-simple Lie algebras L. Thus far we have identified the
core Lc of L up to central isogeny and, hence, have identified the ``coor-
dinates'' as the quantum torus Cq . We begin this section with an example
showing that without further constraints on L, the structure of L does not
depend directly upon that of Lc and that many ``wild'' examples can be
constructed. This leads us to the assumption that the representation \ of L
on Lc , induced by the adjoint action, has it's kernel equal to the center of
Lc . This assumption is restrictive enough to allow us to say much about
the structure of L. On the other hand, as we shall see from the many
examples presented at the end of the section, this assumption allows many
interesting possibilities, and leads to an interesting interplay between
HC1(Cq) and Der(Cq). We compute the dimensions of the homogeneous
spaces HC1(Cq) a for a # Z&=4 and already, this uses some information on
derivations. Clearly, these dimensions easily yield upper bounds for the
dimensions of the ``null root spaces'' (Lc)$ , $ # 4, of the core. We then go
on to use this in the study of the possible quasi-simple Lie algebras which
can arise, and in particular, we show the existence of such an algebra
whose core is the universal central extension sll+1(Cq)@. Using these
``universal'' examples we can then give many examples with cores between
sll+1(Cq)@ and sll+1(Cq). Moreover, our results are quite definite in the case
q is generic (i.e. when rad( fq)=(0)) and it is seen that the diversity of
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examples comes about when q is not generic. We close the section with
several remarks, and indicate some interesting open questions. Finally, we
should remark that here we concentrate on the case of algebras of type Al
for l3. However, algebras of type Dl for l4 or E6 , E7 , E8 are easily
dealt with by the same (or often even easier) methods, and by identifying
the coordinates in these cases as C1 where 1 is the &_& matrix all of whose
entries are 1, so Laurent polynomials in & commuting variables, and using
the proofs given here, we get the corresponding results in these cases.
If L is one of the quasi-simple Lie algebras under consideration, say
with root system R=2_4, where 4$Z&, then we have seen that H=L0
is of dimension at least l+2&, where l is the rank of the finite root system
2, and that the elements h1 , ..., hl , c1 , ..., c& , d1 , ..., d& , defined in Section 1,
are linearly independent. Thus, letting H$ be the orthogonal complement
in H, of the non-degenerate subspace (h1 , ..., hl , c1 , ..., c& , d1 , ..., d&) we
have
H=(h1 , ..., hl , c1 , ..., c& , d1 , ..., d&) H$. (3.1)
Moreover, it is clear that [H$, Lc]=(0).
As for our example we choose vector spaces M$ for each $ # 4, ${0 sub-
ject only to the conditions that dim M$=dim M&$ for $ # 4, ${0. Let
M0=H and extend the form on M0 (which is restriction of the form on
L to a symmetric non-degenerate form on M0 satisfying (ci , dj)=$ij) to a
symmetric non-degenerate form, say ( } , } ), on M=$ # 4 M$ satisfying
(M$ , M*)=0) if $+*{0, $, * # 4.
Recalling that ci=h$i where 4=Z$1  } } } Z$& we define a Lie algebra
multiplication on M by declaring that [M$ , M*]=(0) if $+*{0 and
${0 while [h, m*]=*(h)m* for h # H, m* # M* .
If m$ # M$ , m&$ # M&$ for $ # 4 then we define
[m$ , m&$]=(m$ , m&$) h$ . (3.2)
We have that [M0 , M0]=(0) and it is easy to check that M, with this
multiplication, and symmetric bilinear form, is a quasi-simple Lie algebra.
In fact, [[M, M], M]=(0) because [M, M](c1 , ..., c&), and by
Proposition 1.10 (vi), we have *(h$)=(*, $)=0 for *, $ # 4. It is, however,
not irreducible, as the root system of M is just the lattice 4.
Next, form the vector space L =: # R L : , where
L :=L: if : # R is not isotropic,
L :=L:M: if : # 4, :{0, (3.3)
L 0=H=M0 .
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Define a Lie multiplication on L , extending the given multiplication on L
and M, by declaring that [M$ , L:]=(0) for all $ # 4, ${0, : # R, :{0,
and extending the symmetric invariant bilinear forms on L and M by
(M$ , L:)=(0) if $ # 4, ${0, : # R, :{0, we of course build in to our
definitions that the multiplication on L is skew symmetric and that the
bilinear form on L is symmetric. It is straightforward to check that then
L is a Lie algebra and the form on L is invariant, so that L is an
irreducible quasi-simple Lie algebra with root system R=2_4, so is of
the same type and has the same nullity as L. Here the algebra M has the
structure of what one might call a ``generalized Heisenberg Lie algebra''. In
fact, the case when M is any quasi-simple Lie algebra with root system 4,
and where M0=H=L0 (so that perhaps [M$ , M*]{(0) if
*+${0, *, ${0) can be used to obtain a new quasi-simple Lie algebra L
as above, with root system R=2_4.
The above examples show that one needs further constraints on the
structure of quasi-simple Lie algebras, which we now discuss. Thus, recall-
ing from Lemma 1.26 that Lc is an ideal of L we let \: L  Der(Lc) be
the representation of L on Lc induced by the adjoint representation. Thus
\(x)( y)=[x, y] for x # L, y # Lc . (3.4)
Letting N be the kernel of \ we have that N is a homogeneous ideal of
L with respect to the Zl_Z& grading and that
N 
$ # 4
L$ . (3.5)
Moreover, N is just the centralizer of Lc in L so N=CL(Lc) and
N & Lc=Z(Lc), the center of Lc .
The next lemma is elementary, but worth pointing out.
Lemma 3.6. L=c =N.
Proof. From Lemma 1.26 we know Lc is generated by sl2-triples so Lc
is perfect, and as Lc is an ideal in L, we also have Lc=[Lc , L]. If n # N,
then
(n, Lc)=(n, [Lc , Lc])=([n, Lc], Lc)=(0, Lc)=0
so that NL=c . For x # L
=
c we have
0=(x, Lc)=(x, [Lc , L])=([x, Lc], L),
So since our form is non-degenerate, we obtain [x, Lc]=(0), and hence
x # N. K
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Note that we always have (c1 , ..., c&)Z(Lc)N. Moreover, as
\(L)Der(Lc) there is some hope of understanding the structure of \(L)
and hence of L itself, if the kernel of \, N, is not too badly behaved. This
has led us to make the following definition.
Definition 3.7. We say our quasi-simple Lie algebra L is tame if
Z(Lc)=N.
Assumption 3.8. From now on we will assume that any abstract quasi-
simple Lie algebra under consideration is tame.
Notice that L tame just says that Z(Lc)=N, but since we already
know that Lc is centrally isogeneous with sll+1(Cq) for some q, then we get
N is a factor space of HC1(Cq) as this is just the kernel of the natural map
of sll+1(Cq)@ onto sll+1(Cq). This should serve as motivation for our next
sequence of results which deals with the structure of HC1(Cq).
In Section 1 (see (1.33)(1.35)) we have defined HC1(Cq) as a subspace
of the space (Cq , Cq)=CqCqI. Also, we have, by (2.57), that the inner
derivations of Cq act trivially on HC1(Cq) so there is a natural action of
OutDer(Cq) on HC1(Cq). Moreover, (Cq , Cq) and HC1(Cq) are graded
by Z&=4 where deg (xa, xb) =a+b for a, b # Z&. We write (Cq , Cq) a
(resp. HC1(Cq)a) for the space of elements of degree a. In Corollary 2.64
we have seen that dim HC1(Cq)0=&.
Lemma 3.9. If a  rad( fq), then HC1(Cq)a=(0).
Proof. Fix a # Z&, a  rad( f ). Then take t # Z& satisfying f (a, t){0. If
b, c # Z& with b+c+t=a then in (Cq , Cq) we have
(xbxc, xt) +(xcxt, xb)+(xtxb, xc)=0. (3.10)
Thus, we have
_(b, c)(xb+c, xt)+_(c, t)(xc+t, xb) +_(t, b)(xt+b, xc)=0,
so that
_(c, t)(xc+t, xb) +_(t, b)(xt+b, cc)=&_(b, c)(xb+c, xt) , (3.11)
interchanging b and c we obtain
_(t, c)(xc+t, xb) +_(b, t)(xt+b, xc)=&_(c, b)(xb+c, xt). (3.12)
Now (3.11) and (3.12) gives a system of two linear equations involving
the vectors (xc+t, xb) , (xt+b, xc), and (xb+c, xt) , whose determinant is
equal to
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_(c, t) _(b, t)&_(t, b) _(t, c)=_(t, b) _(t, c)( f (c, t) f (b, t)&1)
=_(t, b) _(t, c)( f (c+b, t)&1)
=_(t, b) _(t, c)( f (a&t, t)&1)
=_(t, b) _(t, c)( f (a, t)&1).
This is non-zero by our choice of t, so it follows that both (xc+t, xb) and
(xt+b, xc) are proportional to (xb+c, xt)=(xa&t, xt). Finally, notice
that if :, ; # Z& with :+;=a then we can find b, c # Z& satisfying c+t=:,
b=; and we obtain (x:, x;) is proportional to (xa&t, xt) so that
dim(Cq , Cq) )a1. Now
[xa&t, xt]=xa&txt&xtxa&t=(_(a&t, t)&_(t, a&t)) xa
=_(t, a&t)( f (a&t, t)&1) xa=_(t, a&t)( f (a, t)&1) xa{0.
It follows that dim HC1(Cq)a=0 for a  rad( f ) as desired. K
To get information about HC1(Cq)a for a # rad( f ) we need to introduce
a certain subalgebra of the outer-derivation algebra OutDer(Cq)=Z(Cq)
(d1 , ..., d&) , see (2.54). For notation, if :=(:1 , ..., :&) # C& we let
1:= :
&
i=1
:i di . (3.13)
In particular, 1=i=di where =i has a 1 in the i th place and 0's elsewhere. We
often write 1i=di . If a, b # rad( f ), then xa1: , xb1; are homogeneous
elements in Der(Cq) where :, ; # C& are arbitrary. We have
[xa1: , xb1;]=xa(1:(xb)) 1;&xb(1;(xa)) 1:
=(: | b) xaxb1;&(; | a) xbxa1:
=(: | b) _(a, b) xa+b1;&(; | a) _(b, a) xa+b1: ,
where (r | s)=&i=1 ri si for r, s # C
& and we consider 4=Z&C& so for
example 1:(xb)=(&i=1 :i bi) x
b=(: | b) xb.
To simplify notation we let
La, :=xa1: for a # rad( f ), : # C&. (3.14)
Using that a, b # rad( f ) we obtain that with a, b, :, ; as above
[La, : , Lb, ;]=La+b, _(a, b)((: | b) ;&(; | a) :) . (3.15)
The reader should compare this to the algebras studied in the paper
[RSS] which is the commutative case. For our purposes we need a sub-
algebra D of OutDer(Cq) which we now define.
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Definition 3.16. For a # rad( f ), a{0 we let D a=(La, : | : # C& ,
(: | a)=0). Let D =a # rad( f )"[0] D a . We say an outer derivation d is
special if and only if d # D .
Notice that if a, b # rad( f ), :, ; # C& and (: | a)=(; | b)=0 then a+b #
rad( f ) and
(a+b | (: | b) ;&(; | a) :)=(: | b)(a+b | ;)&(; | a)(a+b | :)=0.
Now (3.15) and the above computation imply that if a, b, :, ; are as
above, and a+b{0 then [La, : , Lb, ;] # D a+b . Also, if a+b=0 and
(: | a)=(; | b)=0 then [La, : , Lb, ;]=0. Thus D is a homogeneous
subalgebra of OutDer(Cq) which we call the Lie algebra of special deriva-
tions of Cq . Recall that (2.56) tells us that for a # rad( f ) we have
dim(OutDer(Cq))a=& so it follows from the definitions that dim D a=&&1
for a # rad( f )"[0].
For elements in HC1(Cq)a , a # rad( f ), we want a more specialized nota-
tion. Thus, for a # rad( f ), : # C& let
|a, := :
&
i=1
:i (xax&1i , xi) # HC1(Cq)a . (3.17)
Sometimes we will write xa|: for |a, : . The next result gives some informa-
tion on computing with these elements and is need for determining
HC1(Cq)a , a # rad( f ).
Lemma 3.18. (i) If a # rad( f ), b # Z&, then
(xa(xb)&1, xb) = :
&
i=1
bi (xax&1i , xi)=|a, b=x
a|b .
(ii) For a, b # rad( f ) we have for any :, ; # C&,
(xa1:)(xb|;)=(: | b) _(a, b) xa+b|;+(: | ;)(xb, xa).
That is, La, : |b, ;=|a+b, _(a, b)(: | b) ;+_(a, b)(: | ;) a .
Proof. (i) We use induction on |b|=|b1|+ } } } +|b&|. One has easily
from (1.34) that (x, 1)=0 for any x # Cq , so if |b|=0 both sides of our
formula give zero while if |b|=1 the formula is clear. Let b$=b+=j and
suppose the formula holds at b. Then (xa(xb$)&1, xb$)=(xax&1j (x
b)&1,
xbxj) because xbxj=_(b, =j) xb+=j so (xb+=j )&1=_(b, =j) x&1j (x
b)&1.
By (1.34), this is
(xax&1j (x
b)&1 xb, xj) +(xjxax&1j (x
b)&1, xb)
=(xax&1j , xj) +(x
a(xb)&1, xb) ,
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as xa # Z(Cq). Thus,
(xa(xb$)&1, xb$) =(xax&1j , xj) + :
&
i=1
bi (xax&1i , xi)
= :
&
i=1
(bi+$ij)(xax&1i , xi)=|a, b$ ,
as desired. A similar argument works for b$=b&=j .
(ii) We have that
(xa1:)(xb|;)=(xa1:) \ :
&
j=1
;j (xbx&1j , xj)+
= :
&
j=1
;j (: | b)(xaxbx&1j , xj)
+ :
&
j=1
;j (: | &=j)(xbxax&1j , xj)
+ :
&
j=1
;j (: | =j)(xbx&1j , x
axj).
Using (1.34) on the last term, together with the fact that xa, xb # Z(Cq), we
find this equals
:
&
j=1
;j (: | b)(xaxbx&1j , xj) + :
&
j=1
;j (: | &=j)(xbxax&1j , xj)
+ :
&
j=1
;j (: | =j)(xbxax&1j , xj)+ :
&
j=1
;j (: | =j)(xb, xa)
= :
&
j=1
;j (: | b) _(a, b)(xa+bx&1j , xj)+(: | ;)(x
b, xa)
=(: | b) _(a, b) xa+b|;+(: | ;)(xb, xa)
=|a+b, (: | b) _(a, b) ;+(: | ;)(xb, xa) .
This proves the first formula in (ii). As for the second formula, we use that
_(a, b)=_(b, a) and (i), to obtain
(xb, xa) =(xbxa(xa)&1, xa)=(_(b, a) xa+b(xa)&1, xa)=|a+b, _(a, b) a .
The second formula now follows from this. K
We can now establish the main result on HC1(Cq)a for a # 4=Z&.
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Proposition 3.19. (i) dim HC1(Cq)0=&,
(ii) dim HC1(Cq)a=0 if a  rad( f ),
(iii) dim HC1(Cq)a=&&1 if a  rad( f )"[0].
Proof. We have already seen that (i) and (ii) hold so only need to
prove (iii). If a # rad( f )"[0] and : # C& satisfies (a | :)=0 then (ii) of
Lemma 3.18 implies that
((xa)&1 1:)(xa|;)=&(: | ;) |a , for a # rad( f )"[0], :, ; # C&, (a | :)=0.
(3.20)
Also, because we know that dim HC1(Cq)0=& then we get that |#=
&j=1 #j(xj , x
&1
j )=0 if and only if #=0. If b+c=a then (x
b, xc) =
(xa(xa)&1 xb, xc) and this is proportional to (xa(xc)&1, xc) so by Lemma
3.18(i) we obtain that (xb, xc) =xa|; for some ; # C&. Note also that
[xb, xc]=_(c, b)( f (b, c)&1) xb+c. If a=b+c # rad( f ) then f (b, c)=
f (b+c, c)=f (a, c)=1 so [xb, xc]=0. This shows that (Cq , Cq) a=
HC1(Cq)a , when a # rad( f ).
Formula (3.20) shows that the space of ; # C& with xa|;=0 equals the
space of ; # C& such that (: | ;)=0 for all : # C& with (a | :)=0, so this
space is at most one dimensional. Since by Lemma 3.18(i) we have xa|:=
(xa(xa)&1, xa) =(1, xa) =0 then this space is exactly one dimensional
and equals Ca. It follows that dim HC1(Cq)a=&&1 for a # rad( f )"[0]. K
An immediate corollary of this gives us bounds for the dimensions of the
root spaces of the core, Lc .
Corollary 3.21. (i) dim (Lc)0=l+&,
(ii) dim (Lc):=1 if : # R is non-isotropic,
(iii) dim (Lc):l+&&1 if : # R is isotropic.
Another useful corollary is the following result.
Corollary 3.22.
(Cq , Cq) a={[Cq , Cq]aHC1(Cq)a
if a  rad( fq),
if a # rad( fq).
Thus,
1 if a  rad( fq),
dim(Lc , Lc) a={&&1 if a # rad( fq)"[0],& if a=0.
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Proof. Because of Proposition 2.44(iii) we have, by Remark 2.23, that
the map .: (Cq , Cq)  [Cq , Cq], has central kernel equal to HC1(Cq), so
we can identify (Cq , Cq) with HC1(Cq)[Cq , Cq]. If a  rad( fq) then
HC1(Cq)a=(0), while if a # rad( fq) then [Cq , Cq]=(0). The result now
follows from Proposition 3.19. K
Remark 3.23. Since Lc is a perfect central extension of sll+1(Cq) then
its universal central extension is just sll+1(Cq)@ so that V(Lc)$
V(sll+1(Cq)@)$V(sll+1(Cq)) and it follows that all invariant symmetric
bilinear forms on Lc can be written as F* for some * # (Cq [Cq , Cq])*; and
satisfy (2.32)(2.34) for the algebra Lc . Moreover, the degree derivations
d1 , ..., d& are in the quasi-simple Lie algebra L, so as in Lemma 2.37(i), we
see that *(di (xa))=0 for any a # Z&, 1i&, because di is skew-symmetric
with respect to F* . Thus, *(aixa)=0 for all a # Z&, 1i&, so that
*(xa)=0 if a # Z&"0. Recalling Remark 2.45 we see that, up to a non-zero
scalar factor, * is induced by =: Cq  C. Thus making the obvious iden-
tifications, we can say that, on Lc , we have
F*=;F= , for some ; # C*. (2.34)
Otherwise said, the form is uniquely determined, up to a non-zero scalar
mutiple, on the core.
Next we want to show the existence of a tame quasi-simple Lie algebra
L whose core Lc , is isomorphic to sll+1(Cq)@ . To accomplish this we begin
by assuming the existence of such an algebra and using the results
developed thus far discover what the structure must satisfy. At the end we
turn this around and get existence. Actually, one can carry out the follow-
ing analysis for any tame quasi-simple Lie algebra L with core
Lc=[Cq , Cq] (g* Cq) replacing (Cq , Cq) by [Cq , Cq], and HC1(Cq)
by HC1(Cq)Z(Lc) where Z(Lc) is the kernel of the natural map
sll+1(Cq)@ Lc . However, we feel it is slightly more transparent to work
with HC1(Cq) and (Cq , Cq). Thus, for the time being, we assume that L
is a quasi-simple Lie algebra whose core Lc satisfies
Lc=(Cq , Cq)  (g* Cq), (3.25)
so that (2.24)(2.26) hold. Also (2.32)(2.34) hold and when we normalize
the invariant form so that (:i , :i)=2, as in Section 1, we have *==. To
give a name to this type of algebra we make the following definition.
Definition. A tame quasi-simple Lie algebra is of maximal type if it's
core is centrally closed.
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If : # R is non-isotropic then we know that (Lc):=L: is one dimen-
sional.
Next, let 0{$=m1$1+ } } } +m&$& # R be isotropic and let m=
(m1 , ..., m&) # Z&. Suppose first that m  rad( fq). Then we have (writing
(Cq , Cq) $ for (Cq , Cq) m)
(Lc)$=(Cq , Cq) $  (h4 xm)
(3.26)
(Lc)&$=(Cq , Cq) &$ (h4  (xm)&1).
Moreover, the form is non-degenerate on (Cq , Cq) $(Cq , Cq) &$ as well
as on (h4 xm) (h4  (xm)&1), and these two spaces are orthogonal. Let-
ting M\$=((Lc)$)
= & L\$ we see that the form is non-degenerate on
M$M&$ and we have
L$=(Cq , Cq) $  (h4 xm)M$ ,
L&$=(Cq , Cq) &$ (h4  (xm)&1)M&$ .
Because (L: , L;)=0 if :+;=0 we obtain that M$M&$(Lc)==
ker \ by Lemma 3.6. Now L tame implies ker \=Z(Lc)Lc so we
obtain M$M&$=(0). Thus, we have when $  rad( fq) that
L$=(Lc)$=(Cq , Cq) $ (h4 xm),
(3.27)
L&$=(Lc)&$=(Cq , Cq) &$  (h4  (xm)&1).
Assume now that m # rad( fq). Then we have that
(Lc)$=(h4 xm)HC1(Cq)m ,
(3.28)
(Lc)&$=(h4  (xm)&1HC1(Cq)&m ,
where (h4 xm) (h4  (xm)&1) is non-degenerate, and HC1(Cq)m
HC1(Cq)&m is the radical of the invariant form on (Lc)$ (Lc)&$ . The
restriction of our form on L$L&$ is non-degenerate so we can find
isotropic subspaces W\$ , M\$/L\$ such that
L$=(Lc)$W$M$ ,
L&$=(Lc)&$W&$M&$ ,
where the spaces (h4 xm) (h4  (xm)&1), HC1(Cq)mW&$ ,
HC1(Cq)&mW$ and M$M&$ are non-degenerate and orthogonal to
one another. It follows that
dim HC1(Cq)m=dim W&$ , dim HC1(Cq)&m=dim W$ . (3.29)
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Moreover, we have that HC1(Cq)mM$=((Lc)&$)= & L$ , and
HC1(Cq)&mM&$=((Lc)$)= & L&$ so that M$M&$ker \=Z(Lc)
and again we get M$ M&$=(0). Thus, for m # rad( fq) we have
L$=(Lc)$ W$=(h4 xm)HC1(Cq)mW$ ,
(3.30)
L&$=(Lc)&$W&$=(h4  (xm)&1)HC1(Cq)&mW&$ .
Finally, notice that L0=(h4 1)(c1 , ..., c&) (d1 , ..., d&) since L is
tame. This information now makes the following result about bounds for
dimensions clear.
Proposition 3.31. Let L be an irreducible elliptic quasi-simple Lie
algebra which is tame and simply-laced with the rank l of L4 being larger
than 2. Then with our usual notation, we have
(i) dim L:=1 if : # R is non-isotropic,
(ii) dim L$=l+1 if $=m1 $1+ } } } +m&$& # R is isotropic and m=
(m1 , ..., m&)  rad( fq),
(iii) dim L$l+2&&2, if $=m1 $1+ } } } +m&$& # R"[0] is isotropic
and m=(m1 , ..., m&) # rad( fq).
(iv) dim L0=l+2&.
To continue our analysis, notice that since Lc is an ideal of L, and L
has an invariant symmetric form, then each space W$ , for $=
m1 $1+ } } } +m&$& isotropic, with m=(m1 , ..., m&) # rad( fq), acts on Lc as
skew-symmetric derivations. Thus, by Proposition 2.17 and the proof of
Lemma 2.37(ii) we have
Der(sll+1(Cq))$=Inn(sll+1(Cq))$+Der(Cq)$
=ad(h4 xm)+Der(Cq)$ .
Thus, if w$ # W$ then, by Lemma 2.37, Lemma 2.48, (3.13) and (3.16) we
find that, for some h # h4 , : # C&, with (: | m)=0 we have
\(w$)=ad(hxm)+xm1:=ad(hxm)+Lm, : . (3.32)
Lemma 3.33. \(w$) # D m, and \|W$ : W$  D m is bijective.
Proof. W$ and h4  (xm)&1 are orthogonal so that (1.5) implies that
\(w$)(h4  (xm)&1)=(0). But
\(w$)(h4  (xm)&1)=(ad(hxm)+xm1:)(h4  (xm)&1)
=ad(hxm)(h4  (xm)&1),
since xm1:(h4  (xm)&1)=(0).
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This implies that hxm is orthogonal to h4  (xm)&1 so that h=0 as
desired.
To see that \: W$  D m is bijective note first that \ is 1&1 on W$
because ker \Lc as L is tame. But we know that dim W$=
dim HC1(Cq)&m=&&1 and this is the dimension of D m. K
Letting W=$ # rad( fq)"[0] W$ , we find that \| W is a bijective map of W
to the subalgebra D =a # rad( fq)"[0] D a of OutDer(Cq) of special deriva-
tions defined in 3.16. Moreover, as ker \=Z(Lc)=HC1(Cq) in the case
under consideration, we can identify W with D and have that the multi-
plication in L satisfies (see 3.15)
[La, : , Lb, ;]=La+b, _(a, b)((: | b) ;&(; | a) :)+{(La, : , Lb, ;), (3.34)
where {: D _D  HC1(Cq) is a homogeneous 2-cocycle in the sense that
{(D a_D b)HC1(Cq)a+b , (3.35)
{(x, y)=&{( y, x), (3.36)
and
{([x, y], z)+{([ y, z], x)+{([z, x], y)+[{(x, y), z]
+[{( y, z), x]+[{(z, x), y]=0, (3.37)
for all x, y, z # D .
Thus, up to knowledge of this cocycle, which we write as { L if we need
to display it's dependence on L, we know a basis for our algebra L as well
as it's multiplication table. We gather this together here for the convenience
of the reader.
Summary 3.38. If L is a tame quasi-simple Lie algebra of type Al with
l3 and nullity &, which is maximal in the sense that Lc $sll+1(Cq)@=
(Lc , Lc)  (g* Cq) (so g* =sll+1(C)), then there is a homogeneous
2-cocycle {: D _D  HC1(Cq), such that L is isomorphic to the following
Lie algebra which we denote as Lmax(q, {). As a vector space
Lmax(q, {)=(Cq , Cq)  (g* Cq)D D0 , (3.39)
where
(Cq , Cq) =[Cq , Cq]HC1(Cq)=\ a  rad( fq) Cx
a+
\ a # rad( fq) HC1(Cq)a+ , (3.40)
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D = 
a # rad( fq)"[0]
D a
= 
a # rad( fq)"[0]
(La, : | : # C&, (a | :)=0) , (3.41)
and
D0=(d1 , ..., d&) =(L0, : | : # C&) . (3.42)
Recall from the proof of Proposition 3.19, that, for a # rad( fq), HC1(Cq)a
is spanned by the elements xa|: for : # C&. That is,
HC1(Cq)a=(xa|: | : # C&) . (3.43)
By Lemma 3.18(i) we have if a, b # Z& then when a+b # rad( fq)
(xa, xb) =(xaxb(xb)&1, xb)=_(a, b)(xa+b(xb)&1, xb) =xa+b|_(a, b) b .
Thus, we have
(xa, xb) ={[x
a, xb]
xa+b|_(a, b) b
if a+b  rad( fq),
if a+b # rad( fq).
(3.44)
It follows that for a, b  rad( fq) so xa, xb # [Cq , Cq]Lmax(q, {) we have
(see 2.25)
[xa, xb]={
xaxb&xbxa=_(b, a)( f (a, b)&1) xa+b,
if a+b  rad( fq),
(xa, xb) =xa+b|_(a, b) b ,
if a+b # rad( fq).
From (2.24) we have
[xxa, yxb]=
1
l+1
Tr(xy)(xa, xb)+[x, y]
xa b xb
2
+(x b y)
xaxb&xbxa
2
, (3.46)
where we recall that x, y # sll+1(C), x b y=xy+yx&2(l+1) Tr(xy) I(1),
xa b xb=xaxb+xbxa. Also, we have
[xa, xxb]=x (xaxb&xbxa), if a  rad( fq). (3.47)
Formula (2.26) gives us
[xb|; , xxa]=0, for b # rad( fq), (3.48)
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and we know
[xb|; , xc]=0, b # rad( fq), c  rad( fq). (3.49)
Finally, from (3.14)(3.15) and Lemma 3.18(ii) we obtain
[La, : , xxb]=x (: | b) _(a, b) xa+b, a # rad( fq), (a | :)=0. (3.50)
[La, : , xb]=La, :(xb)=(: | b) _(a, b) xa+b,
a # rad( fq), (a | :)=0, and b  rad( fq), (3.51)
[La, : , xb|;]=xa+b|_(a, b)((: | b) ;+(: | ;) a) , a, b # rad( fq), (3.52)
[La, : , Lb, ;]=La+b, _(a, b)((: | b) ;&(; | a) :)+{(La, : , Lb, ;). (3.53)
Remark 3.54. Because we know sll+1(Cq)@=(Cq , Cq)  (g* Cq) is a
Lie algebra, and D D0 is a Lie algebra of derivations acting on sll+1(Cq)@
it is clear that Lmax(q, {), defined above, is indeed a Lie algebra.
We now investigate the invariant form on L when it is identified with
Lmax(q, {) as above. We know the form, which we now denote by ( } , } ) is
equal to F= on the core because of (3.23) and the normalization (:i , :i)=2,
1il+&, therefore, by (2.32)(2.34) we have
(xxa, yxb)=Tr(xy) =(xaxb)=Tr(xy) _(a, b) $a+b, 0 , (3.55)
(xa, xxb)=0, for a  rad( fq), (3.56)
(xa|:, xxb)=0, for a # rad( fq), (3.57)
(xa, xb)=(l+1) _(a, b) $a+b, 0 , for a, b  rad( fq), (3.58)
and
(xa, xb|:)=0 for a  rad( fq), b # rad( fq), (3.59)
(xa|:, xb|;)=0 for a, b # rad( fq). (3.60)
By our choice of the spaces W$ in the case when $=m1$1+ } } } +m&$& ,
m=(m1 , ..., m&) # rad( fq) and the identification with D (using \) we find
that we must also have
(La, : , xxb)=0, for a # rad( fq), (a | :)=0, (3.61)
(La, : , xb)=0, for a # rad( fq), b  rad( fq), (a | :)=0, (3.62)
and
(La, : , Lb, ;)=0 for a, b # rad( fq), (a | :)=(b | ;)=0. (3.63)
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The only other case to consider is the value of our invariant form ( } , } )
on the space D a_HC1(Cq)b when a, b # rad( fq). Here, we get that
(La, : , xb|;)=&(l+1)(: | ;) =(xaxb)
=&(l+1)(: | ;) _(a, b) $a+b, 0 . (3.64)
Proof. Clearly we have that (E12 xj , E21x&1j )=1=(E121,
E21 1) so formula (1.5) and an easy computation using (3.46) yield
h:1+$j=h:1+h$j=[E12xj , E21 x
&1
j ]
=
1
l+1
(xj , x&1j ) +(E11&E22)1=
1
l+1
(xj , x&1j )+h:1 ,
so that
cj=h$j=
1
l+1
(xj , x&1j ) , for 1 j&. (3.65)
Now (La, : , xb|;)=0 unless a+b=0 and [La, : , x&a|;]=(La, : ,
x&a|;) ha , where ha=&i=1 aih$i . Thus making use of (3.52) we get
[La, : , x&a|;]=_(a, &a) |(a | ;) a=_(a, &a)(: | ;) |a because (: | a)=0
and
wa= :
&
i=1
ai (x&1i , xi)=&(l+1) \ :
&
i=1
aih$i+=&(l+1) ha .
This proves (3.64). K
This determines the action of the form on L when it is identified with
Lmax(q, {). Because the form is invariant we must have that if a, b, c #
rad( fq)"[0], :, ;, # # C& and (a | :)=(b | ;)=(c | #)=0 then
([La, : , Lb, ;], Lc, #)=(La, : , [Lb, ; , Lc, #]). (3.66)
Thus, this implies that we must have
({(La, : , Lb, ;), Lc, #)=(La, : , {(Lb, ; , Lc, #)). (3.67)
whenever a, b, c # rad( fq)"[0], :, ;, # # C& and (a | :)=(b | ;)=(c | #)=0.
Here we should view condition (3.67) as an extra condition that our
homogeneous cocycle { must satisfy because of the invariance of the form.
We say such a cocycle is of invariant type.
Remark 3.68. Having now determined what the form looks like on L
(=Lmax(q, {) by our identification) we can now turn things around and use
the ten formulas (3.55)(3.64) to define a symmetric bilinear form ( } , } ) on
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Lmax(q, {). Having done this, it is easy to see that such a form is non-
degenerate and satifies (L: , L;)=(0), unless :+;=0, where Lmax(q, {)=
: # R L: is the root space decomposition of Lmax(q, {) with respect to the
Cartan subalgebra h4 1(c1 , ..., c&) (d1 , ..., d&). Moreover, assuming
that our homogeneous cocycle { satisfies condition (3.67) one can check,
using the formulas we have developed thus far, that this form is invariant.
We do several cases below just to give the reader a feel for this
straightforward but tedious computation. Thus, it follows that Lmax(q, {) is
indeed an irreducible elliptic quasi-simple Lie algebra of type Al which is
tame and has it's core isomorphic to sll+1(Cq)@ provided { satisfies (3.67).
To check the invariance of the form ( } , } ) on Lmax(q, {) in several cases
we first consider ([La, : , xb|;], Lc, #) and (La, : , [xb|; , Lc, #]). By (3.52),
the first of these is
(xa+b|_(a, b)((: | b) ;+(: | ;) a) , Lc, #),
by (3.64), this is just
&(l+1)(# | _(a, b)((: | b) ;+(: | ;) a)) _(c, &c) $a+b+c, 0 .
Similarly, the second term is
&(La, : , xb+c|_(c, b)((# | b) ;+(# | ;) c)))
=(l+1)(: | _(c, b)((# | b) ;+(# | ;) c)) _(a, &a) $a+b+c, 0 .
These are equal if a+b+c{0 so assume a+b+c=0. We must show
&_(a, b) _(c, &c)[(&: | b)(# | ;)+(: | ;)(# | a)]
=_(a, &a) _(c, b)[(# | b)(: | ;)+(# | ;)(: | c)].
But
(# | b)(: | ;)+(# | ;)(: | c)=(# | &a&c)(: | ;)+(# | ;)(: | &a&b)
=&[(# | a)(: | ;)+(# | ;)(: | b)],
since (# | c)=(: | a=0. Thus, we need only see that _(a, b) _(c, &c)&
_(a, &a) _(c, b). Now
_(a, b) _(c, &c)=_(a, b) _(&a&b, a+b)
=_(a, b) _(&a, a) _(&a, b) _(&b, a) _(&b, b)
=_(&a, a) _(&a, b) _(&b, b),
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since _(a, b) _(&b, a)=1 because a, b # rad( fq). Also,
_(&a, a) _(c, b)=_(a&a) _(&a&b, b)=_(a, &a) _(&a, b) _(&b, b)
and so since f (a, &a)=1 implies _(a, &a)=_(&a, a) we get the desired
conclusion.
To check this in another case let a # rad( fq), b, c  rad( fq) and take
: # C& with (a | :)=0. Now ([La, : , xb], xc)=((: | b) _(a, b) xa+b, xc by
(3.51) and since a+b  rad( fg) (otherwise b # rad( fq)) we get by (3.58) that
this is
(l+1)(: | b) _(a, b) _(a+b, &a&b) $a+b+c, 0 .
This is zero unless a+b+c=0 and so is (La, :, [xb, xc]). Supposing
a+b+c=0 we obtain that (from 3.45) [xb, cc]=xb+c|_(a, b) b because
b+c=&a # rad( fq) so (La, : , [xb, cc])=(La, : , xb+c|_(b, c) c) which equals
&(l+1)(: | _(b, c) c) _(a, &a) by (3.64) and this follows as in the previous
case.
To state a result which summarizes what we have done thus far, and
which is our classification of the quasi-simple Lie algebras under considera-
tion, we use all of the notation developed so far.
Theorem 3.69. Let L be an irreducible tame elliptic quasi-simple Lie
algebra of type Al for l3. Assume that L is of maximal type in the sense
that it's core Lc is centrally closed, and let & denote it's nullity. Then there
is a &_& matrix q=(qij) of non-zero complex numbers satisfying qii=1,
qij=q&1ji for 1i, j&, and a homogeneous 2-cocycle {: D _D  HC1(Cq)
which is of invariant type, so that L is isomorphic to Lmax(q, {). Moreover,
for any such q and { the Lie algebra Lmax(q, {) is a quasi-simple Lie algebra
of the type depicted above. Finally, all of the upper bounds on the dimensions
of the root spaces in Proposition 3.31 are achieved for the algebras Lmax(q, {)
as above.
Remark 3.70. The above Theorem remains true if M is of type Dl for
l4 or type E6 , E7 , E8 . As indicted earlier, here we just have the com-
mutative case when all qij 's equal 1 so Cq=S[&] , the ring of Laurent poly-
nomials in & commuting variables, and HC1(Cq)=0S[&] dS[&] .
Remark 3.71. (a) The trivial cocycle {=0 always satisfies our condi-
tions so that existence of maximal type quasi-simple Lie algebras is insured.
Note also that if the &_& matrix q, attached to L, is generic (i.e. rad( fq)=
(0) so Cq is simple) then HC1(Cq)=HC1(Cq)0=(c1 , ..., c&) , so that the
only choice of Lc the algebra t(Cq , 2) as in (2.60), and so the only choice
for L is t(Cq , 2)e as in (2.62). Thus, it is only in the non-generic cases that
there is a possibility for a diversity of tame quasi-simple Lie algebras. In
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particular, it appears that the commutative case when all qij 's equal 1 is the
most interesting from this point of view.
(b) In the paper [EM1] vertex operator representations are studied
for the simply laced toroidal algebras which correspond to the case when
all qij 's equal 1. From this paper one finds the cocycle
{(La, : , Lb, ;)=xaxb|(: | b)(; | a)(a&b)
=xa+b|_(a, b)(: | b)(; | a)(a&b) , (3.72)
for a, b # rad( fq), (a | :)=(b | ;)=0. It is straightforward to check that this
defines a homogeneous 2-cocycle which is of invariant type. See also the
papers [L1] and [L2].
Remark 3.73. The following construction shows that it is easy to get
tame quasi-simple Lie algebras whose cores are between t(Cq , 2) and
sll+1(Cq)@. Take {=0 so Lmax(q, {) is just the semi-direct product of
sll+1(Cq)@ with D (d1 , ..., d&). Let D be any homogeneous subalgebra of
D with (d1 , ..., d&) D and define
D ==[w # HC1(Cq) | (w, D )=0]. (3.74)
Then D = is a subspace of the center, hence is an ideal of sll+1(Cq)@. Also,
sll+1(Cq)@D is a subalgebra of Lmax(q, {) so the invariant form on
Lmax(q, {) restricts to one on sll+1(Cq)@D . The radical of this restricted
form equals D so it follows that
(sll+1(Cq)@D =)D , (3.75)
is a tame quasi-simple Lie algebra whose core is sll+1(Cq)@D =. Here we can
go one step further and consider homogeneous 2-cocycle of invariant type,
say { again, which map D _D  HC1(Cq)D =.
Remark 3.76. An open question, which seems to us very interesting, is
to determine the space of homogeneous 2-cocycle of invariant type, which
arise for the tame quasi-simple Lie algebras under consideration. Some
initial computations which we have carried out seem to indicate a dif-
ference in the cases when &=2 or 3 and &4.
Remark 3.77. In the case when our quasi-simple Lie algebra L is of
type A2 one knows from the realization Theorem in [BM] that the alter-
native algebra of Laurent polynomials in & alternating variables over C
arises as the coordinate ring of the IM algebra. Thus, to carry out an
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analysis similar to what we have done for Al when l3, one needs to
determine the Z&-graded alternative algebras S=: # Z& S: which satisfy
(i) S0=C1, 1 the identity of S,
(ii) dim S:=1 for all : # Z&,
(iii) S:S;=S:+; for all :, ; # Z&.
Of course, the associative algebras Cq satisfy these conditions. However,
as we have learned from discussions with Prof. E. Neher, there are alter-
native, but non-associative, algebras satisfying these conditions. One then
needs to go on to an analysis and classification of quasi-simple Lie algebras
with these coordinates. In fact, the works [BZ] and [N] will provide
general coordinatization theorems which can then hopefully be used to give
a complete classification of all tame quasi-simple ellipitic Lie algebras.
Remark 3.78. If L=Lmax(q, {) then it is clear from our multiplication
formulas that
L=[L, L](d1 , ..., d&) . (3.79)
Thus the nullity & satisfies
&=dim L[L, L], (3.80)
so & is an invariant of L. Moreover, replacing L by one of the algebras
in Remark 3.73 we still get that (3.80) holds. We also have the center of L,
Z(L), satisfies (c1 , ..., c&) so is &-dimensional.
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